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Abstract
This thesis is a compilation of research results of the author, regarding Sinhala input
systems, during his doctoral program in the Graduate School of Information Science and
Technology of Osaka University, from 2006.
Sinhala, spoken in Sri Lanka as an ocial language, is one of the less privileged lan-
guages; still there are no established text input systems. Equipped with an adequate
input system is crucially important in computing in Sinhala; here computing in Sinhala
simply means to utilize computers with Sinhala language. Without such a device, ideas
originated from Sinhala people cannot be fully verbalized, and hence will not be dissemi-
nated to the world. As with many of the Asian languages, Sinhala also has a large set of
characters, forcing us to develop an input system that can properly address the issue.
The main objective of this research is to propose a highly user-friendly yet ecient
Sinhala text input system. The targeted users of the system are the general Sinhala
computer users, who have an average-level of knowledge about computers, and are familiar
with Roman character keyboards. We have approached to this goal by implementing two
systems: Sri Shell, a phonetically-principled system, and SriShell Primo, a word-based
predictive system. To be user-friendly, Sri Shell is based on a phonetically-principled
key assignments, while SriShell Primo is equipped with a mechanism that accepts user-
intuitive key sequences.
Another objective of this research is to establish adequate measures for evaluating
the user-friendliness and eciency of Sinhala input systems, because we think the user-
friendliness is quite important, given the targeted users. To this end, we propose an
eciency measure that quanties the average typing cost per Sinhala character. We also
propose a user-friendliness measure that evaluates the intuitiveness of required/acceptable
key sequences. These measures are proven useful in evaluating existing Sinhala input
systems as well as the proposed two systems.
This thesis consists of six chapters, and is organized as follows.
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction on Sinhala language and summarizes the use of
computers in Sinhala. Based on the argument, our research motivation is stated. Also
the organization of this thesis is given.
Chapter 2 provides necessary background information to understand the presented re-
search: linguistic nature of Sinhala language and classication of text input systems. This
iv
chapter then summarizes the desiderata for realizing an eective Sinhala input system.
Chapter 3 proposes a new methodology to evaluate Sinhala input systems. First we
discuss the general measures used to evaluate input systems. Text input systems should
be evaluated not only by the eciency, but also by the user-friendliness, especially when
the users are not professionals. The eciency is quantied by the average typing cost
per Sinhala character, while the user-friendliness is assessed by the average edit distance
between a user-intuitive character sequence and the input sequences of an input system.
We report the evaluation results of existing Sinhala systems by employing these measures.
We nally prove that the proposed user-friendly measure is valid to evaluate the user-
friendliness through questionnaire based experiment.
In Chapter 4, we propose phonetically-principled Sinhala input system called Sri Shell.
One of the strategies to ensure the user-friendliness is to develop a key assignment which
is intuitive or principle-based. In this chapter, we propose a phonetically-principled asso-
ciative conversion-based direct input system. The system is a light-weighted application
independent module that can be realized without any language resources such as corpora
or dictionaries. This chapter concludes that Sri Shell is moderately user-friendly while
maintaining better level of eciency comparing to other conversion-based direct input
systems. It also should be noted that Sri Shell is a complete input system that can be
utilized in combination with the next proposed system SriShell Primo.
In Chapter 5, we propose a word-based predictive Sinhala input system called Sr-
iShell Primo. The most prominent feature of this system is its high user-friendliness.
A key to the user-friendliness is a pre-compiled input variation table that lists weighted
correspondences between conceivable Roman character sequences and the associated Sin-
hala phonemes. This table is constructed to accept and adapt to the key sequences for
a wide range of users. The introduction of this device however calls for the system to
realize a mechanism to choose the best Sinhala character sequence toward the given user
input sequence. We therefore propose a word-based predictive system to narrow down
the ambiguities. This word-based system is also benecial, as it can propose completion
candidates during the input process. This chapter concludes that SriShell Primo has
maximum user-friendliness while exhibiting a level of eciency that is comparable to the
most ecient direct input system.
Chapter 6, summarizes the results, and proposes research issues for improving the
proposed systems, as well as more general research agenda for computing in Sinhala.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of this section is to review the situation of computer uses in Sri Lanka,
especially how general people use computers with Sinhala language, and to summarize
issues which may prevent further expansion of the computer uses. Note that we use the
term \Computing in Sinhala" to simply denote the notion of utilization of computers with
Sinhala language.
In Sri Lanka the use of computers has begun to spread rapidly, due to the reduction
in price and improvements in performance. However, people who do use Sinhala for
their information interchange via computer are still very limited. Section 1.1 illustrates
the current situation of computing in Sinhala, and argues that one of the major reasons
in the limited computer use in Sinhala is lack of appropriate input system. Section 1.2
discusses the basic technical elements required for implementing an input system: Sinhala
characters, their encoding and their rendering. Based on these discussions, we state our
research motivation in Section 1.3. Lastly Section 1.4 describes the organization of this
thesis.
1.1 Computing in Sinhala
The mother tongue of 74% of the total Sri Lankan population of 20.1 million, distributed
all over Sri Lanka except the northern and the central areas, as shown in Figure 1.1, is
Sinhala [1]. In Sri Lanka, there are three ocial languages, Sinhala, Tamil and English.
Most of the governmental aairs in Sri Lanka are carried out in Sinhala. The education
system also uses Sinhala up to the high school or university levels.
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of Sinhala Native Speakers in Sri Lanka
According to the statistical data, along with the vast spread of computers in Sri
Lanka, number of computer users in Sri Lanka has reached to an extent where one out
of every 558 Internet users is a Sri Lankan [2]. However, the people who use Sinhala for
their information interchange via computer are very limited. As one consequence of this
situation, there are a very small number of Sinhala contents available on the web; where
only one out of every 13,710 Wikipedia articles is in Sinhala [3].
There may be various reasons for such a limited use of computers in Sinhala. The most
prominent reason for this is there are no eective Sinhala input systems. Without eective
input systems, ideas originated from Sinhala people cannot be fully verbalized, and hence
will not be disseminated to the world. Once substantial amount of Sinhala documents
are created by using the input system, the idea or knowledge in them will be further
utilized by employing linguistic tools such as OCR (optical character recognition), TTS
(text to speech), and MT (machine translation). Actually some researchers have already
proposed Sinhala optical character recognition tools [4, 5] and Sinhala text to speech tools
[6]. Additionally, several machine translation systems also have been proposed such as:
Japanese-Sinhala by Thelijjagoda et al. [7] and Sinhala-Tamil by Weerasinghe [8].
The next section discusses Sinhala characters, their encoding and their rendering;
which are fundamental technical elements required for implementing a Sinhala input sys-
tem.
1.2. TECHNICAL ELEMENTS OF SINHALA COMPUTING 3
1.2 Technical Elements of Sinhala Computing
This section discusses the basic technical elements required for implementing a Sinhala
input system: identifying the complete set of Sinhala characters, encoding them, and
rendering them. None of these is an easy task, because Sinhala has hundreds of conjunct
characters. A conjunct character is a combination of several character components whose
function is a phonetic modication. Therefore the denition of character also may dif-
fer from person to person. A detailed explanation on Sinhala writing system, and our
denition of a character is given in Section 2.1.1.
Nonstandard fonts
Implementation of \Nonstandard fonts" is a widely used technique to encode and render
Sinhala characters. During the past one or two decades, hundreds of nonstandard Sinhala
fonts have been developed. Kaputadotcom explained in Section 2.3.2 is a typical example.
For example, in this font \"(=a) is encoded into 0x61 (=ASCII `a'). Therefore by
pressing key: A user can get \" on the screen. In this sense these fonts are not mere
fonts, they themselves are input systems.
However they have their own weaknesses. The major problem is none of them are
standard encoding schemes, where they use code points which overlap with code points
of other encoding schemes such as ASCII or Japanese JIS code. As a result, in some
cases Sinhala characters cannot be displayed together with foreign characters in the same
document. The second problem is that some rare Sinhala characters (such as,) are
missing in most of the fonts.
Unicode support for Sinhala [9] was expected to be a solution to these problems.
Unicode Support for Sinhala
Even though Unicode support for Sinhala is a standard scheme which includes all the basic
characters and all diacritics, and assign them code points in an universal code space, it
still suers from the some rendering problems, where revisions are required. For example,
in most of the operating systems, the default fonts for Sinhala incorrectly display \HO
	
"
(=kru)(=U+0D9A U+0DCA U+200D U+0DBB U+0DD6) as \
Untitled
   කු
Page 1
."
Even though Unicode support for Sinhala has these kind of problems, it was able to
provide a solid foundation for computing in Sinhala, and several input systems have been
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Figure 1.2: Sinhala Keyboard
proposed on this. For example some keyboard layouts have been introduced as shown in
Figure 1.2.
Sinhala Input Systems
In the era of typewriters Sinhala typewriters are designed with an independent keyboard
layout as shown in Figure 1.3. One of the most popular keyboard layouts wasWijesekara.
These layouts were very ecient to type Sinhala as far as the machineries are only
used for the typing purpose. However, the situation is completely dierent if the input
machinery carries more roles as with computers. Most of the operating systems used in
Sri Lanka are English operating systems. In such a situation nobody can use a computer
without practicing a Roman character keyboard layout, most probably a layout such as
QWERTY or Dvorak [10, 11]. Those Sri Lankan computer users have to practice another
keyboard layout in order to input Sinhala, which is not an easy task. Modern text input
machineries for Sinhala therefore should be based on these keyboard layouts, as far as the
target users are general users rather than professional typists.
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Figure 1.3: Sinhala Typewriter
1.3 Research Motivation
Based on the previous discussions, the prime objective of this research is to realize a Sin-
hala input system that is targeted to general Sinhala computer users. To pursue this goal,
we need to establish a technical architecture which is built upon careful considerations on
innate characteristics of Sinhala language and preferences of the target users.
More specically, we should pay considerable attention to: (1) Sinhala has a large
set of syllabic characters and there are no standardized ways of transliteration, and (2)
possible transliteration of Sinhala words can carry rather rich information that can narrow
down possible word candidates. These innate characteristics of Sinhala may impact the
design of a Sinhala input system which could be substantially dierent from Japanese
Kanakanji nyuryoku input systems. With respect to the point (1), Japanese has rather
standardized transliteration schemes [12] and far smaller set of characters, making the
initial step of the input (romaji nyuryoku) more deterministic. On the other hand, with
respect to the point (2), Japanese input system should utilize rich contextual information
and/or user preferences to choose among possible Japanese ideograms (Kanji) candidates,
which are less required in Sinhala. In summary, the technical solution to Sinhala input
may substantially dierent from the one for Japanese input, and this provides us an
6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1.4: Organization of the Thesis
opportunity to develop a best-t technology for Sinhala.
Once we come up with a technical solution to the above mentioned objective, we need
to evaluate it and compare it with other competing solutions and existing technologies.
However the evaluation/comparison measures should be carefully prepared by considering
characteristics of Sinhala language as well as the nature of the targeted users. In this
regard, our secondary objective of this research is to establish a proper set of measures to
evaluate Sinhala input systems, especially by considering general Sinhala users who make
use of Roman character keyboard.
1.4 Organization of this Thesis
This thesis has six chapters, and the overall organization is summarized in Figure 1.4.
The descriptions below are quick summaries of the chapters.
Chapter 2 rst introduces the basic characteristics of Sinhala language, as these are
required to develop the succeeding discussions. Then it categorizes text input systems
available for various languages, and reviews representative input systems available for
Sinhala. Finally it summarizes the desiderata for realizing an eective Sinhala input
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system.
Chapter 3 discusses various measures used for evaluating input systems. Then it pro-
poses new measures which are essential for evaluating the user-friendliness and eciency
of an input system. This chapter also evaluates the existing Sinhala input systems using
those new measures. Finally it presents experimental evidences that validate the proposed
measures.
One of the ways to improve the user-friendliness, is to provide a principled key assign-
ment. Chapter 4 proposes a phonetically-principled Sinhala input system: Sri Shell, and
evaluate its performances using the new measures proposed in Chapter 3.
In order to further improve the user-friendliness of the input system, Chapter 5 pro-
poses a word based predictive input system: SriShell Primo, and evaluates how the user-
friendliness has been improved while maintaining the eciency.
Finally Chapter 6 concludes the achievement of this research, while discussing the
future work.
Note that, Chapter 3 and 4 describe the results of the papers published in [13, 14].
Chapter 5 describes the results of the papers published in [15, 16].

Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides necessary background information to understand the presented
research: linguistic nature of Sinhala language and classication of text input systems.
2.1 Characteristics of Sinhala Language
This section explains the characteristics of Sinhala language on character level, and word
level. The former is especially required to understand the discussions given in Chapter 4,
and the latter is vital to understand the technical details given in Chapter 5.
2.1.1 Sinhala Characters
This section discusses the origin of the Sinhala writing system, Sinhala alphabets1 and
composition of compound Sinhala characters.
Origin of Sinhala Writing System
Brahmi [17] script is the origin of Sinhala writing system. Table 2.1 shows the Brahmi
character set. As shown in Figure 2.1, Brahmi has a number of descendant scripts such
as Punjabi, Devanagari, Gujarati, Bengali, Oriya, Telugu, Kannada, Tamil, Malayalam,
and many more. Sinhala is one of the descendants of the Brahmi script, and is classied
as South Indic Scripts. Although the Brahmi script spread through India and Asia, the
organizing principle remained intact. Each country/region however created its own set of
1Here alphabet means a character set used in a language.
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Table 2.1: Brahmi Characters
a a# i i# u u# ai o -m8
ka kha ga gha Na c cha ja jha n)a
t8a t8ha d8a d8ha n8a ta tha da dha na
pa pha ba bha ma
ya ra la l8a va s@a s8a sa ha
e
2008/10/31
1
ਣ ण ણ  ଣ ణ ణ ண  ණ
3rd century B. C.
1st century B. C.
3rd century B. C.
6th century B. C.
8th century B. C.
10th century B. C.
12th century B. C.
Present
S
in
h
a
la
M
a
la
ya
la
m
Ta
m
il
K
a
n
n
a
d
a
Te
lu
g
u
O
riya
B
e
n
g
a
li
G
u
ja
ra
ti
D
e
va
n
a
g
a
ri
P
u
n
ja
b
i
Pallava
Figure 2.1: Descendants of Brahmi (Taking n. a Syllabic as an Example)
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Table 2.2: Suddha Sim. hala Hod. iya (Pure Sinhala Alphabet)
Vowels
    	        
a a   i i u u e e o o
Consonants
H X     ° ¸  Ð Ø è ø
ka ga ja t.a d. a n. a ta da na pa ba ma
   ( @ H P
ya ra la va sa ha l.a
Diacritics

m.
Nasals+ X  h ° p
Voiced Consonants nga nja nd. a nda mba
symbols depending on the material used for writing. In north India, where a reed pen
was used for writing, the scripts have distinctive horizontal lines. While in south India,
Sri Lanka, and Southeast Asia, where stylus was used to write on palm leaves, the script
had to be more rounded [18]. So, dierent languages have mapped dierent symbols onto
this inventory [19].
Sinhala Hod. iya (Sinhala alphabet)
Hod. iya is a list of characters that denes all the basic characters of Sinhala. It emerges
into three variants according to the historical development.
The \Suddha Sim. hala Hod. iya" (pure Sinhala alphabet) has thirty-seven characters
(twelve vowels, one diacritic and ve nasals+consonants), as shown in Table 2.2. Most
of the Sinhala words can be written using only these thirty-seven characters. After the
thirteenth century [20] Sinhala language was very strongly inuenced by Sanskrit and
Pali languages. As a result, many Sanskrit characters were incorporated into the Sinhala
alphabet. The revised alphabet is called the \Misra Sim. hala Hod. iya" (Mixed Sinhala
Alphabet). The \Misra Sim. hala Hod. iya" consists of fty-nine characters (eighteen vowels
and forty-one consonants), as shown in Table 2.3. The occurrence probability of these
newly added twenty-two characters is lower than the original thirty-seven pure Sinhala
characters. However, these new characters are frequently used in formal sentences. Thus
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Table 2.3: Misra Sim. hala Hod. iya (Mixed Sinhala Alphabet)
Vowels
    	      
a a   i i u u r. r.
       
l. l. e e ai o o au
Consonants
H P X C h
ka kha ga gha _na
p x   
ca cha ja jha ~na
    ¨ °
ta. t.ha d. a d.ha n. a
¸ À  È Ð
ta tha da dha na
Ø à è ð ø
pa pha ba bha ma
   ( 0 8 @ H P
ya ra la va sa s.a sa ha l.a
Diacritics
 

m. h.
Nasals+ X  h ° p
Voiced Consonants nga nja nd. a nda mba
they are also an indispensable part of the Sinhala alphabet. In the nineteenth and twenti-
eth centuries, Sinhala language was strongly inuenced by Portuguese, Dutch and English
languages. Consequently the modern Sinhala alphabet also includes the `f' sound. The
modern \Sammata Sim. hala Hod. iya" (standard Sinhala alphabet) consists of eighteen
vowels and forty-two consonants (altogether sixty characters), as shown in Table 2.4.
Conjunct Characters
The basic characters (the characters listed in Sim. hala Hod. iya) are modied to produce
hundreds of conjunct characters that are also known as grapheme clusters [21], by adding
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Table 2.4: Sammata Sim. hala Hod. iya (Standard Sinhala Alphabet)
Vowels
    	      
a a   i i u u r. r.
       
l. l. e e ai o o au
Diacritics
 

m. h.
Consonants
H P X C h X
ka kha ga gha _na nga
p x    
ca cha ja jha ~na nja
    ¨ ° h
ta. t.ha d. a d.ha n. a nd. a
¸ À  È Ð °
ta tha da dha na nda
Ø à è ð ø p
pa pha ba bha ma mba
   ( 0 8 @ H P Ð
ya ra la va sa s.a sa ha l.a fa
various components (such as vowel signs, devowelizers and consonant signs). Because of
this, the denition of a \character" may vary from person to person. As discussed later,
to evaluate the \user-friendliness" and \eciency" of an input system, it is vital to know
the occurrence probability of each character. To this end, we need to dene a \Sinhala
character." Before giving the denition, we will discuss how the conjunct characters are
created. We use Mikami's notation [22] to explain the structure of Sinhala characters.
According to Mikami, Sinhala script is classied as combining syllabics, which is a subset
of the syllabary. Sinhala script is then further categorized as \a-Vowel Inherent Combining
Syllabics" [22]. A number of relevant concepts are described as follows.
Basic characters in Sinhala can be classied into three classes.
1. Vowel syllabics The rst eighteen characters ((a) to (au)) shown in Table 2.4
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are vowel syllabics. The shapes of these characters never change. Thus these vowel
syllabics are atomic characters [21]. Mikami uses the symbol V for this kind of
character, and the pronunciation is represented by v.
2. Diacritics There are two diacritics in Sinhala, which are the anusvaraya (=m. ) and
the visargaya (
=h. ). These two characters can appear after any other vowel syllabic
or a consonant syllabic. Mikami uses the symbol D for them.
3. Consonant syllabics The Sammata Sinhala Hod. iya has forty-two consonant syllab-
ics as shown in the Table 2.4 Consonant section. All these consonant syllabics
include the vowel sound (=a) which is called the inherent vowel. Mikami uses C to
represent these consonant syllabics and the pronunciation is denoted by cv0, where
v0=\a."
Sinhala grapheme clusters can have the following constructions. A grapheme cluster
is described as \what end users usually think of as characters" [23].
Consonant-vowel combinations Vowel signs are used to change the inherent vowel
(=a) of a consonant syllabics into another vowel. Mikami uses V to represent
vowel signs, and the consonant-vowel combining characters are represented by CV .
These vowel signs are called pilla(Ù% ) or pili(Ù!) in Sinhala. Table 2.5 shows a few
examples of consonant-vowel combinations. The rst line (with <null> vowel sign)
indicates a-Vowel inherited consonant syllabics, which were also listed in Table 2.5.
Most of the vowel signs do not take dierent shapes corresponding to the consonant
except the vowel sign for u (papilla), which takes various shapes depending on the
consonant.
Removing the inherent vowel In Sinhala pure consonants are also used in Sinhala
scripts, not only at the end of a word but also in the middle of a word and at the
beginning of a word. There are four ways to remove the inherent vowel (=a).
 Devowelizer A devowelizer is added to consonant syllabics in order to remove
the inherent vowel sound. This is the most general way to remove the inherent
vowel, but it has a lower priority compared to other specic inherent vowel
removers. In Sinhala this devowelizer is called the hal-lakun. a. There are two
shapes for hal-lakun. a and one of them is selected depending on the shape of
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Table 2.5: Examples of Consonant Vowel Combinations
v Vowel Signs V t. p k l.
a <null>  t.a Ø pa H ka P l.a
a lapilla  ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ◌ු ◌ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
  t.a Ø  pa H  ka P  l.a
 ket.i daya ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
 t. Ø p H k P l.
 diga daya ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
	 t.  Ø	 p H	 k P	 l.
i ket.i ispilla ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
 t.i Ù pi I ki Q l.i
i diga ispilla ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
 t.i Ú pi J ki R l.i
u ket.i papilla ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ි ී ු ◌ ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
 t.u Û pu K ku S l.u
u diga papilla ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
 t.u Ü pu L ku T l.u
r. gtapilla ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
 t.r. Ø pr. H kr. P l.r.
r. diga gtapilla
 ◌් ා ැ ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ු ◌ ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ො ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ෟ ෲ ◌ෳ t.r. Ø pr. H kr. P l.r.
l. gayanukitta  ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ◌ු ◌ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
  t.l. Ø pl. H kl. P l.l.
l. diga gayanukitta ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ි ී ◌ ු ◌ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ
  t.l. Ø pl. H kl. P l.l.
e kombuva
 ් ා ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ො ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ t.e Ø pe H ke P l.e
e kombuva &
 ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ු ◌ ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ t.e Ý pe M ke U l.e
hal-lakun. a
ai kombu deka
 ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ◌ු ◌ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ t.ai Ø pai H kai P l.ai
o kombuva &
 ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ී ු ◌ ූ ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ  t.o Ø  po H  ko P  l.o
lapilla
o kombuva &
 ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ◌ු ◌ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ t.o Ø po H ko P l.o
lapilla &
al-lakun. a
au kombuva &
 ◌් ◌ා ◌ැ ◌ෑ ◌ි ◌ී ◌ු ◌ූ ◌ෘ
ෙ◌ ෙ◌ේ ෛ◌ ෙ◌ො ෙ◌ෝ ෙ◌ෞ ◌ෟ ◌ෲ ◌ෳ t.au Ø pau H kau P l.au
gayanukitta
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Table 2.6: Examples of Devowelizers (Two Shapes)
Shape 1 Shape 2
C H X  Ð  p    ( ø
ka ga ja na ya ca ta da va ma
CX M B  Õ  u  ¥  ý
k g j n y c t d v m
Table 2.7: Examples of Consonant Signs
Yam. saya Rakaram. saya
Incorrect ý ½ M = Õ Ý ½ M  5
Correct øÈ ¸È HÈ 8È ÐÈ Øß ¸¿ HO  07
mya tya kya s.ya nya pra tra kra jra sra
the consonant syllabic. Mikami uses X to represent this devowelizer. A few
examples are shown in Table 2.6.
In Shape 1 a ag-like symbol is added at the end of the character, and in Shape
2 the top ending line is doubled by reversing it.
 Consonant signs In some cases consonant signs are used to devowelize the
inherent vowel. There are three consonant signs: yam. saya, rakaram. saya and
rephaya. If the consonant next to the devowelized consonant is (=ya) then
È(yam. saya) is used. If the consonant next to the devowelized consonant is
(=ra), then rakaram. saya is used. These two consonant signs have a higher
priority compared to the devowelizer. A few examples are shown in Table 2.7.
The third consonant sign is called rephaya and it is exactly equivalent to (=r).
As this rephaya is extremely rare in modern Sinhala text, we do not take this
into account in our evaluations. This consonant sign is optional in modern
Sinhala. Mikami uses C to represent consonant signs.
 Half-letters Half letters can be used instead of devowelizers. However this is
also optional. Nowadays these half letters are also very rare, thus we exclude
them in our evaluations. A few examples are shown in Table 2.8.
 Special characters (or Conjunct consonants) Traditionally there were
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Table 2.8: Examples of Half Letters
Modern Writing Õ ÕÈ ½À
Traditional Writing P @ h
nda ndha ttha
many special characters in use, but currently only one special character re-
mains. This is =(=j)+(=~na). In the Sinhala Unicode character set, this
is considered an independent character. In our evaluation we also consider it
an independent Sinhala character.
Denition of Character
We now give a denition of a Sinhala character.
Let T be an arbitrary Sinhala text and f0:::fn be the phonetic notation of T . This
phonetic notation can be NLAC (National Library at Calcutta Romanization) [24] or IPA
(International Phonetic Alphabet) [25, 26] or an input string of any phonetic based Sinhala
input system. Then we can dene a function such that, T = phonetic to Sinhala(f0:::fn).
9i; j; and i  j
T = phonetic to Sinhala(f0:::fi 1)
+phonetic to Sinhala(fi:::fj)
+phonetic to Sinhala(fj+1:::fn) (2.1)
and 8k; i  k < j
T 6= phonetic to Sinhala(f0:::fk)
+phonetic to Sinhala(fk+1:::fn), (2.2)
where + means to simply concatenate the two strings.
Then, phonetic to Sinhala(fi:::fj) is dened as a single Sinhala character.
According to Mikami's notation a Sinhala character can be represented by the following
combinations.
S := V jCjCV jCXjCCjCCV jD (2.3)
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Table 2.9: Conjunct Consonants Derived from H(=ka)
H H  H H	 I J K L H M H H  H H
ka ka k k ki ki ku ku ke ke kai ko ko kau
HO HO  HO HO	 IO JO HO

HO
	
HO MO HO HO  HO HO
kra kra kr kr kri kri kru kru kre kre krai kro kro krau
HÈ HÈ  HË HÌ HÈ MÈ HÈ  HÈ
kya kya kyu kyu kye kye kyo kyo
M H H H H
k kr. kr. kl. kl.
Table 2.10: Noun Declensions
Singular Plural
X@ (=gasa) tree XE (=gas) trees
X@ (=gasat.a) to tree XE(  (=gasvalat.a) to trees
XE (=gase) in tree XE( (=gasvala) in trees
X@Õ (=gasen) from tree XE(!Õ (=gasvalin) from trees
Table 2.9 shows all the characters derived from Sinhala character H(=ka). All other
consonants also produce derivatives similarly. As a result Sinhala language has hundreds
of characters.
2.1.2 Sinhala Words
Sinhala words can be divided into three grammatical categories: nouns, verbs and prepo-
sitions/postpositions.
Nouns A noun in Sinhala changes its form depending on the case2 it carries. Table 2.10
shows the derivation of the noun X@(=gasa: a tree). Note that case only changes
the word ending. Sometimes, the same noun takes a completely dierent form in
2case: ??)ðM¹
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Table 2.11: Gender Changes of Nouns
Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3
parrot cat monkey deer cow horse peacock
Male Y(  èP   (¶  û(  X(  5(  ø Ð 
girava bal.ala vandura muva gavaya asvaya monara
Female Y) èP! (´ û( Ð X( Ð (Pp @è 
giravi bl.ali vndiri muva dena gava dena vel.a mba sebad. a
spoken Sinhala. For example, X@(=gasa) becomes XH(=gaha). Sinhala nouns also
change their forms with the gender. In this case not only the ending of the noun
but the whole word changes as shown in Table 2.11. There are three patterns to
construct the feminine form of the noun. Pattern 1 is to change the vowels of the
masculine noun, pattern 2 is to add the word \Ð(=dena)" and pattern 3 is to
use a completely dierent word for the feminine noun.
Another interesting feature of Sinhala nouns is, two or more nouns conjoin together
to produce a new compound noun:
Û °(=puran. a) + H(=ika) + ½((=tva) ! Ø ±H½((=pauran. ikatva)
ancientry
 (=raja) + ñ=H(=abhis.ekaya) !   ñ=H(=rajabhis.ekaya)
becoming king
ÐÈÐÈ(=anyonya) +  È (=adhara) ! ÐÈÐÈ È (=anyonyadhara)
mutual cooperation
Verbs The conjugations of verbs of spoken Sinhala dier from written Sinhala. As shown
in Table 2.12, written Sinhala has very complicated grammar compared to spoken
Sinhala, where the verb word form of written Sinhala depends on the tense, gender,
and number, but in spoken Sinhala the verb word form depends only on the tense.
In addition to these conjugations, passive voice forms, and agentive nouns can also
be derived from a verb.
prepositions/postpositions In Sinhala, prepositions/postpositions have no derivations.
Some prepositions/postpositions are written together with nouns and verbs with-
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Table 2.12: Conjugations of Verb è Ð( (=balanava: to see)
Tense Non-past Past
Number Singular Plural Singular Plural
1st Person è ù è û è#(ù è#(û
(=balami) (=balamu) (=bluvemi ) (=bluvemu)
W
ri
tt
en 2
nd Person è I è K è#(I è#(K
(=balahi) (=balahu) (=bluvehi) (=bluvehu)
3rd Person è  è ¹ è# è#(
Male (=balayi) (=balati) (=bluveya) (=bluvoya)
3rd Person è ÕÒ è ¹ è#(  è#(
Female (=balanniya) (=balati) (=bluvaya) (=bluvoya)
Spoken è Ð( (=balanava) è#( (=bluva)
out white spaces. For example, -½(=-t: and), Ð -(=no-: not), etc. are written
with the corresponding noun or the verb. On the other hand, some postpositions
are written as a separate word. For example Ñ@ (=nisa: because), Ù±@(=pin. isa:
for), etc. are written as a separate word.
Sinhala text is written with white spaces; a white space usually indicates a word
boundary. This may lead us to develop a word-based text input system which might
make use of a word list. However we need to consider two possible problems:
1. word boundary problem:
There are many cases where two or more words are written without any white spaces.
This indicates that the denition of a Sinhala word is not strictly demarcated, at
least not clearly recognized by ordinary Sinhala people [27]. Sometimes even the
professionals' opinions become divided over this matter. To address this problem
with a dictionary-based solution, we may need to have a word list which exhaustively
list plausible word combinations.
2. word form variation problem:
Sinhala nouns and verbs have a lot of derivatives which cannot be generated me-
chanically, given a situation where a comprehensive set of composition rules are not
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elucidated by a proper research. In order to solve this problem, we basically have
to enumerate all the derivations in a word list.
2.2 Classication of Input Systems
Text input systems can be mainly categorized into two categories: direct input systems and
predictive input systems. A direct input system associates a key sequence into a unique
character sequence, toward which the users do not have to choose from a set of candidates.
Direct input systems are further classied according to: associative/non-associative and
conversion/non-conversion. A predictive input system, on the other hand, provides a list
of candidates in response to the user's key sequence; the users have to select their intended
candidate from the menu. Predictive input systems are further divided depending on the
linguistic unit on which the system relies.
2.2.1 Direct Input Systems
One of the dimensions which classies the direct input systems is whether the system
converts or not. Conversion systems convert a combination of keystrokes into a character
or a part of a character, whereas non-conversion systems associate a single keystroke with
a character or a part of a character. Non-conversion systems are feasible only for the
languages which have only a very limited number of characters. For example QWERTY
keyboard associates one keystroke with one Roman character.
Another dimension for the classication is associativity between keystrokes and en-
tered character. Associative systems maintain a relationship between keystrokes and the
intended character by means of geometric, phonetic or any other association. You can
experience a non-associative text input by setting your computers keyboard settings into
Dvorak keyboard layout if you have a physical QWERTY keyboard or vice versa. Then
the characters printed on each key in the keyboard will produce a dierent character on
the computer screen, where there is no phonetical or geometrical association between the
key you press and the character produced on the computer.
Depending on being associative or non-associative and necessity of conversion, all the
direct input systems can be categorized into four classes.
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Figure 2.2: Japanese \kana" Keyboard Layout
Figure 2.3: Inscript Keyboard Layout for Devanagari
1. Associative non-conversion systems
The simplest example of this kind of input system is Roman character text input using a
QWERTY keyboard. Roman characters are allocated to a key in the QWERTY keyboard.
The associations between the keys and the characters are brought about by printing the
characters themselves on the keys.
When we consider the Japanese language, there are approximately fty Hiragana char-
acters. Using the Japanese keyboard these characters can be input by a single keystroke
as shown in Figure 2.2. This system is called \kana nyuryoku," representing an example
of associative and non-conversion direct input.
Inscript is a common keyboard designed to input Indic scripts such as Bengali, De-
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figure 4: Keylekh 1 keyboard made by using plastic parts from 
Figure 2.4: Keylekh Keyboard Layout for Devanagari
vanagari, Gujarati, Gurmuki, Kannada, Malayalam, Oriya, Tamil, and Telugu. Figure
2.3 shows the Inscript keyboard layout for Devanagari3.
Figure 2.4 shows Keylekh [28] keyboard layout which is also designed to input De-
vanagari script. The specialty of this keyboard layout is that, the characters are placed in
alphabetical order of the Devanagari script. Therefore even the characters are not printed
on the keyboard, still the system is associative; because the user could know what are the
characters produced by each key even without any training.
In addition Hangul keyboard for Korean, and Thai keyboards also assign parts of
characters into keys, and the symbols are printed on the keyboard.
2. Non-associative non-conversion systems
All the keyboard layouts classied as \associative non-conversion systems," exceptKeylekh
keyboard for Devanagari, are associative if and only if the corresponding characters are
printed on the key. Most of the keyboards used all over the world, and especially in
Japan, Sri Lanka, and India have the Roman characters printed on them in QWERTY
order [29]. Thus there is no problem of typing Roman characters using them. However,
3Devanagari is a very popular Indic script used to write languages such as Sanskrit, Prakrit, Hindi,
Nepali, Marathi, Bhili, Konkani, Bhojpuri, Magahi, Maithili, Newari, etc.
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Table 2.13: Japanese Roman Transliteration
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
a ka ga sa za ta da na ha ba pa ma ya ra wa
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
i ki gi
si
shi
zi
ji
ti
chi di ni hi bi pi mi ri
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
u ku gu su zu
tu
tsu du nu hu bu pu mu yu ru
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
e ke ge se ze te de ne he be pe me re
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
o ko go so zo to do no ho bo po mo yo ro wo
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?
kya gya
sya
sha
zya
ja
tya
cha dya nya hya bya pya mya rya
nn
n'
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
kyu gyu
syu
shu
zyu
ju
tyu
chu dyu nyu hyu byu pyu myu ryu
?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ?? ??
kyo gyo
syo
sho
zyo
jo
tyo
cho dyo nyo hyo byo pyo myo ryo
when you want to input your local language to a computer outside, or in a foreign country,
it is very troublesome unless you have a good practice on touch typing. This may be one
reason why the Japanese kana nyuryoku and the Devanagari Inscript keyboard are not so
popular.
3. Associative conversion systems
Compared to kana nyuryoku, Japanese Roman transliteration input system which is also
known as Japanese romaji nyuryoku is very popular input system used to input Japanese
Hiragana. Table 2.13 shows the transliteration scheme.
Baraha [30, 31] is a transliteration scheme available for Indic scripts. Baraha supports
Kannada, Devanagari, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Gujarati, etc. Figure 2.5 shows some
screenshots of Baraha input system.
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Figure 2.5: Screenshots of Baraha Indian Language Software
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Table 2.14: Japanese Associative Type Kanji Direct Input Systems
?? KIS KANTEC
keystrokes Clue keystrokes Clue
? ?? ???? China ?? ??
? ?? letter ?? ??
? ?? ?? ??
? ?? ?? ??
? ?? ?? ??
? ?? ??
Japanese language uses not only the \kana"(Hiragana andKatakana) characters (phono-
grams) but also Kanji (Chinese) characters (ideograms) [32]. Written Japanese uses about
50,000 Kanji characters. In 1981, in an eort to make it easier to read and write Japanese,
the Japanese government introduced the Joyo Kanji Hyo (List of Chinese Characters for
General Use), which includes 1,945 regular characters, plus 166 special characters used
only for people's names. All government documents, newspapers, textbooks and other
publications for non-specialists use only these Kanji characters [33].
Some Japanese typing professionals use direct input systems to enter Kanji characters
into computers. KIS input system [34] and NE{KANTEX (KANTEC) [35] input system
are two popular input systems of this kind. With these systems, each Kanji character can
be input using two keystrokes. These two letters have some relationship to the character,
indicating that these are associative systems. For example \?" means China, so in KIS
this character can be input using two keystrokes: \?"(=chi) and \?"(=na). Similarly a
Japanese phrase: \??????" can be typed as \????????????." Table
2.14 shows a few examples of key assignments in KIS and KANTEC input systems. These
systems are mainly used by professionals because of its eciency: the users do not have
to check the results of Kanji conversions.
4. Non-associative conversion systems
A more ecient way to input Kanji characters is to use non-associative conversion system
like T-code [36, 37]. In this system the QWERTY keyboard is divided into two areas:
Left and Right, as shown in Table 2.15. Each area has four rows and ve lines. In this
system by striking two key strokes, Kanji characters can be input.
There are four patterns to select those two keystrokes:
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Table 2.15: QWERTY Keyboard Used in T-Code
Left Right
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0
2 Q W E R T Y U I O P
3 A S D F G H J K L ;
4 Z X C V B N M , . /
Table 2.16: T-Code RL Characters Table
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? 7 ? ( ?? ????? ?? 8 ??
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ? 4 ) ?? ?? 6 ?? ?????
3 ???? ????? ??? 5 1 ?* 0 ?2 ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
????? ????? ????? ??9 ?? ?????
????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
1. LR One keystroke from the Left area and one from the Right
2. RL One keystroke from the Right area and one from the Left
3. LL Both keystrokes from the Left area
4. RR Both keystrokes from the Right area
For each pattern a table of characters is assigned. Table 2.16 shows the characters assigned
for Right Left (RL) key combination. For example if you want to input the Kanji character
\?," rst you have to nd where this character is placed on Table 2.16. The coordinates
of the character \?" is 3rd row, 4th column, in the Box located at 2nd row, 4th column.
Now you have to strike the keys at the same coordinates it the QWERTY keyboard:
coordinates of the character from right area, and coordinates of the Box from the left
area. Therefore by striking the two keys: L and R , you can input the character \
?." This system covers most frequent 1600(=4 patterns4 rows5 columns4 rows5
columns) Kanji characters.
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Using T-Code a very high typing speed is achievable, but it is not user-friendly. There-
fore only the Japanese typing professionals use these kinds of input systems.
As discussed, direct text input systems can be ecient, hence are suitable for profes-
sional users. Especially, non-associative systems can be designed so as to maximize the
eciency at the cost of user-friendliness. On the other hand, general computer users may
prefer more memorable and learnable systems, especially if his/her language has a huge
number of characters.
>????? (typed as: "bunsho")
? 1. ??? 2. ??? 3. ????? 4. ????
>1
??>??????? (typed as: "nyuuryoku")
? 1. ??? 2. ??????? 3. ??????
??>1
????>?? (typed as: "no")
? 1. ?? 2. ?? 3. ?? 4. ?? 5. ?? 6. ??
????>1
?????>?????? (typed as: "kenkyuu")
? 1. ??? 2. ??? 3. ?????? 4. ?????
?????>1
???????
Figure 2.6: Japanese Word-Based Text Entry Example
2.2.2 Predictive Systems
Predictive systems are preferred or sometimes highly required by general users when
the language has a large set of characters. Japanese is a typical language of such kind.
Earliest studies regarding predictive input system have been started in 1960s [38]. The
rst Japanese word processor was commercialized in 1970s [39].
Therefore, it is not an exaggeration to say that most advanced predictive input systems
are Japanese input systems. As mentioned above, Japanese writing uses Kanji characters
which are ideograms. Each Kanji character has several readings. For example \?" can be
read as: \sei, sho, i(kiru), u(mu), o(u), ki, nama, ha(eru)." On the other hand, dierent
Kanji characters have the same reading. For example all the followings have a common
reading \kai": ?, ?, ??, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, etc.
Because of the bi-directional ambiguity, character level conversion systems are not e-
cient enough; more linguistically rich context is necessary to narrow down the conversion
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Google Indic Transliteration available in:
Hindi    Tamil    Telugu    Kannada    Malayalam    
Toggle between English and Tamil using Ctrl + g
இதைன ைவபவ
 ததைடயறி இலவாக பரயாண ெசய   
அமதிமா ! ேவ#$ய உதவைய&!, padukappaiyum
Tip: Type a word and hit space to get it in Tamil.  Click on a word to see more options. More »
Fonts might not be displayed correctly on your browser.  Click here for help with fonts.
Google Home  -  Help  -  Discuss  -  Terms of Service  -  Privacy Policy
©2007 Google Inc.Figure 2.7: Screenshot of Google I dic Transliteration (Tamil)
candidates. Therefore, word-based and phrase-based predictive input systems became
popular.
Word-based Predictive Systems
Figure 2.6 shows an example of word-based predictive Japanese input system [40]. First
the user inputs the reading of the intended word using Roman transliteration method (or
using Kana non-conversion input), as soon as the user presses the spacebar the candidate
words appear in a menu. Then the user can select the menu item by pressing the number
of the item. In the example by typing \bunsho," rst the user gets the Hiragana repre-
sentation of it: \????." When the user presses the spacebar the system displays four
menu items: \1.??? 2.??? 3.????? 4.????," where user can select the
intended word \??" by pressing the numeric key: 1 .
Google Indic Transliteration is a similar word-based input system available for Hindi,
Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam [41]. Figure 2.7 shows a screenshot of Google
Indic transliteration for Tamil.
Figure 2.8 shows an example of Japanese multitap input on a phone keypad. Here by
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1 2 3
? () ? (k) ? (s)
4 5 6
? (t) ? (n) ? (h)
7 8 9
? (m) ? (y) ? (r)
 0 ]
? ? (w/N)
3333000333311
#
????? (sensei)
#
??? (teacher)
Figure 2.8: Example of Japanese Multitap Text Entry on a Phone Keypad
Figure 2.9: Screenshot of
\Touch Me Key 10 Japanese" System
Figure 2.10: Screenshot of
\Touch Me Key 4 Japanese" System
tapping key: 3 for four times user can get \?"(=se), then key: 0 for three times to get
\?"(=N), \?" again, and nally two taps on key: 1 to produce a \?"(=i). After typing
the word in Hiragana phonograms, user can convert the word into Kanji ideograms. Even
though this system is widely used in Japanese mobile phones, it is not very ecient.
In order to improve the eciency \Touch Me Key 10 Japanese" [42] has been proposed.
In this system, instead of keep tapping on the same key, users hit each key only once. Using
this highly ambiguous input sequence, the system produces a list of possible candidates.
Figure 2.9 shows an example of this system. Essentially the user has to strike four keys:
3 0 3 1 to produce \??"(=????: sensei), but in this system, with the support
of the auto completion techniques [43], the user can get the intended word \??" using
only the rst two keystrokes: 3 0 .
Later \Touch Me Key" was able to reduce the number of keys to the utmost limit.
As shown in Figure 2.10 \Touch Me Key 4 Japanese" [44] system uses only four keys to
enter text, and there are four control keys.
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Phrase-based Predictive Systems
Table 2.17: Example of Phrase-Based Kana-Kanji Conversions
(a) (b)
??????????? ???????????
(typed as: \watashihakakiwotaberu.") (typed as: \kakiwooyomikudasai.")
# #
???????? ???????????
I eat a persimmon. Please read the following.
Currently phrase-based predictive input systems are widely used to input Japanese
[45] and Chinese [46]{[48]. Table 2.17 shows a pair of examples of Japanese phrase-based
predictive input system. Note that the same Hiragana presentation \???"(=kakiwo)
has been converted into two dierent Kanji presentations \?"(: a persimmon) and \?
?"(: the following). This was possible because the language model used here was able to
decide that \persimmon" is strongly connected with \eating" and, \the following" with
\reading." Using similar language models, \context-based auto completion systems" was
proposed [49]. Note that the term auto completion is introduced to denote the system's
function to foresee or look-ahead keystrokes that have not been entered, while prediction
simply denotes system's behavior to produce a list of candidates.
2.3 Review of Existing Sinhala Input Systems
This section reviews three representative Sinhala input systems proposed so far: Wije-
sekara, Kaputadotcom and Natural SinGlish. All of them have their own shortcomings.
Wijesekara is a keyboard layout which is used in old Sinhala typewriters. Therefore
it is very ecient, where it assigns more rare characters into shifted keys. However,
has very poor user-friendliness, because the key layout has no phonetical or geometrical
connection with the Roman character keyboard layout; which is known as non-associative
input systems.
Kaputadotcom keyboard layout assigns Roman character keys to Sinhala character
components, considering phonetical and geometrical relationships in between. Therefore
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it was able to improve the user-friendliness, but at a cost of eciency.
Natural SinGlish is a converter which has improved the user-friendliness further, by
introducing a transliteration scheme. Of cause this system is less ecient compared to
the other two non-conversion systems: Wijesekara and Kaputadotcom.
Considering good and bad point of these existing systems, we propose a better
phonetically-principled conversion system in Chapter 4. Then, Chapter 5 proposes the
rst predictive input system for Sinhala, which has the maximum user-friendliness.
2.3.1 Wijesekara
The Wijesekara is a direct input system with non-conversion key assignment, which was
originally used in Sinhala typewriters. In this system each Sinhala character component
(that is, V , C, D, V, X or C in Equation (2.3)) is assigned to a key. This system has
been designed to maximize Sinhala typing eciency by assigning frequently used Sinhala
character components to unshifted keys and less frequent ones to shifted keys. Table 2.18
demonstrates a text entry example using Wijesekara. Note that in this example, most of
the keystrokes are unshifted keystrokes.
Even though this layout is highly ecient, and supported by most of the operating
systems as their default Sinhala input system, still it is not widely spread among novice Sri
Lankan computer users. The main reason for that is the lack of user-friendliness, where
there is no phonetical or geometric association between a key and the corresponding
Sinhala character component.
Figure 2.11 shows complete key layout of Wijesekara.
2.3.2 Kaputadotcom
Kaputadotcom [50] is an associative non-conversion system, which was a popular Sinhala
keyboard layout: Figure 2.12, before Unicode support for Sinhala [9] was introduced. Ka-
putadotcom provides a set of key assignments by considering phonetic and/or geometric
relationships between a key and the corresponding Sinhala character. For example, Sin-
hala (=a) is assigned to 0x61 (=ASCII `a'), where there is a phonetic relationship. On
the other hand, Sinhala vowel sign `' is assigned to `@' where there is a geometric relation-
ship. For example, \ è(Õ"(=ayubovan: welcome) can be typed as `ayE@b~vn~',
here (,a), (,y), (è,b) can be considered phonetically related, and (,@), ( ,) can be
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Figure 2.11: Wijesekara Keyboard Layout
Table 2.18: Text Entry Example of Wijesekara
Output text
ø ÕÐ  (I è È (!Õ ¸ ( ÑHE XøÕ Iø
@H (0È(Ð  È    M8 (  @ E(  Ð  @½   
(XJý Ð A# Ð XÕø 27  H  Øß ¸ Õ¹¿H @ø ( 
Ð Ð ÉØ¹ %#ýH  ÝM8 H  A.
Input
key sequence
fuh orkakdg wjysr ndOdj,ska f;drj ksoya .uka
lsrSug iy wjYHjk wdOdr o wdrlaIdj o i,iajd fok f,i;a wod, j.lSua ork
ish,q fokdf.kau YS ,xld mcd;dka;sl iudcjdoS ckrcfha ckdOsm;s
b,a,qualr o wfmalaIdlr oisgS'
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Table 2.19: Text Entry Example of Kaputadotcom
Output text
ø ÕÐ  (I è È (!Õ ¸ ( ÑHE XøÕ Iø
@H (0È(Ð  È    M8 (  @ E(  Ð  @½   
(XJý Ð A# Ð XÕø 27  H  Øß ¸ Õ¹¿H @ø ( 
Ð Ð ÉØ¹ %#ýH  ÝM8 H  A.
Input
key sequence
@my qrn~nt avhQr bfvlQn~ @wrv nQqh@s~ gmn~ kQrWmt
sh avX vn afr q ark~;v q sls~v @qn @lsw~ aql vgkWmj qrn
sQylE @qn@gn~m XYW lAk pYjwn~wYQk smjvqW jnrj@y~
jnfQpwQ il~lEmjkr q a@p~k~;kr q sQtW.
Figure 2.12: Kaputadotcom Keyboard Layout
considered geometrically related. Based on these phonetic and geometric relationships
user-friendliness has been slightly improved compared to Wijesekara.
However Kaputadotcom is an incomplete system, where it has no key assignments for
rare Sinhala characters: (=l.), (=l.), (=r.), (=r.) and h(= _na). The example in
Table 2.19 shows that this system uses a lot of shifted keystrokes where the eciency can
go down. In spite of this problem, Kaputadotcom was very popular not only among the
novice Sinhala users but also Sinhala typing experts, where several Sinhala newspapers
published on the internet still use it.
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2009/1/8
1
@my qrn~n`t~~~ avhQrQQQ b`{`vlQnQQQ ~ @~~~ w`rv nQqh@sQQQ ~ ~ ~~ gmn~ ~~~ kQrWmtQ WQ WQ W sh avX&vn
a`{`r q a`rk~;`v q ~~~ sls~v~~~ ` @qn @lsw~ ~~~ aq`l vgkWmWWW | | || qrn sQylEQ EQ EQ E @qn`@gn~m~~~ XWY WY WYWY
lAk` pYj`w`n~wQYkY ~ QYY ~ QYY ~ QY sm`jv`qWW WW jnrj@y~ ~~~ jn`{QpwQQ QQ QQ Q il~lEm|kr~ E |~ E |~ E | q a@p~k~~~ ~;`~~~ kr q sQtWQ WQ WQ W.
meya dharannaata avahira ba)Dhaawalin thorava nidhahasea gaman kireemata saha
awashYawana a)Dha)ra dha a)rakSha)wa dha salasvaa dhena lesath adhaala
vagakiem dharana siyalu dhenaagenma shree la＼nkaa prajaatha)nthrika
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Figure 2.13: Screenshot of Natural SinGlish Text Entry Application
2.3.3 Natural SinGlish
Natural SinGlish [51] is a conversion-based direct input system that was proposed to
solve the problems with non-conversion input systems: a key may not have phonetical
association with the corresponding Sinhala character component. Natural SinGlish was
introduced by A. D. R. Sasanka as an application rather than an application independent
input system. It converts the input sequence into Sinhala characters that are more natural
for users. English spellings and pronunciations are considered in this system. Figure 2.13
shows a text entry example of Natural SinGlish. Since the Sinhala language has many
more characters than Roman characters, a simple Roman character transliteration of
Sinhala text is likely to be highly ambiguous. To overcome this problem, this system has
introduced the following techniques:
 Capitals
a ! (=a) ta ! (=t.a)
A ! (=) Ta ! (=t.ha)
 Key combinations
ea ! (=e) KNa ! (=~na)
oe ! (=o) Sha ! 8(=s.a)
 Dead keys: \n" is used as a dead key
nn ! (=N)
nh ! 
(=h)
This system is simply based on English spellings, therefore it is quite complex. Char-
acters with phonetic similarities cannot be typed in a similar manner:
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Ex. 1) ka ! H(=ka) and kha ! P(=kha)
ta ! (=t.a) but tha 6! (=t.ha)
Ex. 2) da !  (=da) and nnda ! h(= nd. a )
ba ! è(=ba) but nnba 6! p(= mba )
In some cases, this system is not very ecient because it uses many upper case letters
in the middle of the words, forcing users to press and release the shift key frequently.
2.4 Desiderata for Sinhala Input System
Based on the discussions given in the previous chapter as well as the sections in this
chapter, the desiderata for an eective Sinhala input system, targeted to general Sinhala
computer users, are summarized as follows.
Given the target users who are familiar with English operating systems, the input
system should be implemented assuming the use of a Roman character keyboard, rather
than specially designed Sinhala keyboards.
Given the most signicant feature of Sinhala, having a large syllabic character set, the
input system is inevitably conversion-based, where the input sequence should be as much
as user-friendly; the required/acceptable input sequence should be user-intuitive and/or
principled in some way.
Given another prominent feature of Sinhala, having no standardized ways of Sinhala
transliteration, also requires that the input sequences should be user-friendly; they should
cover a range of transliterations given by various users.
To fulll the preceding requirement, the input system should be able to handle possibly
ambiguous input sequences; yet achieving certain level of eciency is highly desirable,
given the fact that eciency has been considered very important dimension of text input.
In summary, we should explore an adequate technical architecture and pursue its
eective implementation in order to achieve these desiderata.
Chapter 3
Evaluation Methodology
This chapter proposes a new methodology to evaluate Sinhala input systems. First we
discuss perspectives for evaluation in Section 3.1, and the existing measures available
for evaluating input systems in Section 3.2. These measures mainly concern eciency,
sometimes including correctness, by measuring input speeds and error rates. As stated
in Chapter 1, text input systems should be evaluated not only by the eciency but the
user-friendliness, especially when the users are not professionals. Given the requirement
to evaluate Sinhala input systems, Section 3.3 argues that the existing eciency measures
can be improved, and proposes a modied measure. This section also proposes a novel
measure to assess the user-friendliness of Sinhala input systems, which were not discussed
in previous studies. Based on the proposed set of measures, Section 3.4 illustrates the
evaluation results of the existing Sinhala input systems. Finally, Section 3.5 gives an
evidential proof for the validity of the user-friendliness measure.
3.1 Perspectives for Evaluation
In the eld of human interface, usability has been a quite important concept not only
in the design but also in the evaluation of systems. Roughly speaking, usability is a
qualitative measure of \ease-of-use"; it tries to assess how easy a user can use the system
at hand. Nielsen [52] presents the dimensions of usability as follows.
 Learnability
 Eciency
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 Memorability
 Errors
 Satisfaction
As text input systems form a class of human interface system, the evaluation perspec-
tives should appreciate these dimensions.
Traditionally text input systems have been evaluated primarily focusing on input speed
and the correctness; these are obviously associated with Eciency and Errors in the
Nielsen's list. We will review the existing quantied measures for eciency, and propose
their improvement in this chapter.
The remaining dimensions, Learnability, Memorability, and Satisfaction, in the list
should also be considered in evaluation. In other words, in the context of this research, a
Sinhala input system should be learnable, memorable, and satisfactory. As the degree of
satisfaction cannot be directly measured, we will focus on the learnability and the mem-
orability. With regard to these dimensions, the required/acceptable input key sequences
by an input system are relevant, hence should be considered in the evaluation. Then
how can be the input key sequences learnable and/or memorable? We assume that if the
key sequences are regulated by some general rules, they are learnable. We also suppose
that if the key sequences are intuitive, they are memorable; or more precisely, they are
free from remembering. In this research, we use the term user-friendliness to denote
these two dimensions. As will be discussed in this chapter, we propose a measure for the
user-intuitiveness of input key sequences, given the situation where ways of standardized
transliteration for Sinhala are not present.
3.2 Existing Measures for Text Input Eciency
There are several measures used to evaluate eciency of input systems. Speed is a very
important aspect among them. Since early stages of typewriters, typing speed is used to
compare the speed of each input system. For example, Masui measured the average input
time that was necessary to input a prepared text with 53 characters [53].
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Table 3.1: Focus of Attention (FOA)
Task
Direct Input Predictive Input
Expert Novice User Expert Novice User
Text creation task 0 1 1 2
text copying task 1 2 2 3
3.2.1 Entry Rates
Calculating the entry rate using Words per Minute (WPM) [54] is most widely used. Here,
a word is standardized to 5 characters.
Words per Minute (WPM)
Words per Minute (WPM) is calculated as follows:
WPM =
jT j   1
S
 60 1
5
, (3.1)
where
S = time taken to enter text in seconds and
jT j = number of characters in the text.
However, depending on the task that the test subjects are requested to perform, the
entry rates vary. Text entry tasks can be classied into either text creation or text copying.
These task types require dierent number of focus of attentions (FOA) [55] as shown in
Table 3.1. The number of FOA is the number of places where the user has to keep his/her
eyes on. Always the number of FOA of experts is lower by one because they can type
without looking at the keyboard. Predictive input systems increase the number of FOA
by one, as the users have to look at the display to conrm the candidate. text copying
task always has one additional FOA, as it requires to look at the original text. Always
high number of FOA depresses the WPM.
Even though text creation task has less FOA and it mimics typical usage, there are
several problems why the researchers prefer the text copying task [56]. The problems of
text creating task are: test subjects have to spend time wondering \What should I enter
next?," it is dicult to identify errors, it loses the control over the distributions of words.
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There are several ways to reduce the number of FOA of the task by making the user to
avoid seeing the manuscripts. Some researchers dictate the original text through an audio
channel [57]. Some others [58]{[60] force the test subject to memorize the original phrase
before starting to type, by hiding the original text as soon as the test subject starts to
type.
The next important deal is how to handle the error factor. In text copying task, the
target output is dened at the beginning. Therefore, some typing speed measuring systems
do not accept any incorrect input sequences [61]{[64]. In contrast, some researchers do
not allow any error corrections [65, 66]. Both of these two extremes do not reect the
real data entry process. Thus, the unconstrained text entry evaluation paradigm [67]{[69]
is said to be a fare procedure to handle the error rates. In such a case, Adjusted Words
per Minute (AdjWPM) [70] can be used to evaluate the system.
Adjusted Words per Minute (AdjWPM)
Adjusted Words per Minute (AdjWPM) can be dened as follows:
AdjWPM = WPM  (1  U)a, (3.2)
where
WPM = Words per Minute,
U = uncorrected error rate, and
a = penalty exponent, usually set to one.
Because of the arbitrary nature of this measure, some researchers force the test subjects
to correct all the errors [71].
In order to compare performances of two or more input systems, practically WPM or
AdjWPM measures are not very suitable. The reason is one test subject may be familiar
with one input system but not with the others. In such a situation the researchers have
to nd a quite big number of subjects for each input system who are familiar with it.
It is quite dicult to fulll this requirement especially when we consider a language like
Sinhala; the number of users who have sucient experience with a particular input system
is very limited. In such a situation a theoretical measure of eciency is required.
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3.2.2 Eciency
When we consider a direct input system such as the use of QWERTY for Roman charac-
ters, one keystroke produces one character. Therefore, the only factor that inuences the
typing speed is the physical arrangement of the keys in the keyboard. Dominic et al. [72]
proposed a method for predicting maximum typing speeds with such a key arrangement.
Their focus was on the prediction of typing speeds that can reduce the number of actual
measurements.
On the other hand, in an input system for a language with many characters, we need
a conversion process that maps the input key sequence into a linguistic expression in
some representation form in the target language. A typical example of such a method
is Japanese romaji nyuryoku, with which we get Hiragana characters by inputting the
associated transliteration. The eciency of such a conversion system, can be calculated
using the measure: Keystrokes per Character (KSPC) [73, 74].
Keystrokes per Character (KSPC)
Keystrokes per Character (KSPC) is dened as follows:
KSPC =
NX
i=1
P (Ci) jKCij , (3.3)
where
C1::N 2 complete character set of a specic language,
P (Ci) = occurrence probability of character Ci, and
jKCij = number of keystrokes required to input character Ci.
3.3 Proposal of Eciency and User-friendliness Mea-
sures
In this section we propose measures for evaluating the eciency and the user-friendliness
of input systems. For the eciency measure, we modied KSPC which was given in the
previous section. On the other hand, for the user-friendliness measure, we propose a novel
method to assess the user-intuitiveness of the input sequence based on edit-distance.
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3.3.1 Eciency
As explained in Section 3.2, the most general way to calculate eciency is to experimen-
tally compute the maximum typing speed for each input system. However, the method
experimentally measures the maximum typing speed is not applicable to Sinhala by the
following reasons, suggesting that we need some theoretical measure.
 Sinhala has hundreds of characters with very low occurrence probabilities. Thus,
it is not appropriate to take a short paragraph for experimentally calculating the
eciency.
 At most, the novice Sinhala computer users are used to type Sinhala based on only
an input system that is his/her preference. Therefore, the experimental results will
be innately biased.
 However, since the input sequences of the existing input systems are quite far from
the intuition of average Sinhala computer users, it remains dicult to train people
to type Sinhala using all the existing input systems for evaluation.
Hence, instead of the actual typing speed we use typing cost which revises Keystrokes
per Character (KSPC) introduced in the previous subsection. Note that KSPC is a
theoretical measure which considers character occurrence probabilities.
In Sinhala, we cannot make use of KSPC as it is, where every key is equally considered.
However, as exemplied in Table 2.18 and 2.19, and Figure 2.13, these existing systems
force the user to frequently use shifted keys; the non-conversion direct input systems can
not be implemented without using the shifted keys as Sinhala has a large set of characters
(or character components). The use of shifted key might reduce the eciency. Therefore
we modify KSPC so as to incorporate weights for key classes as shown in Equation (3.4),
and experimentally decide the weights. Note that the proposed measure is basically a
theoretical measure, yet reects a nature of actual use which has to be experimentally
determined.
typing cost =
NX
i=1
P (ci) (jKCij+ ws  S(KCi) + wr R(KCi)), (3.4)
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ws (weight of shift key) =
txY + tXy
txy
  2, (3.5)
wr (weight of repeated key) =
txx
txy
  1, (3.6)
where
C1::N 2 complete character set of a specic language,
P (Ci) = occurrence probability of character Ci,
KCi = key sequence require to input character Ci,
jKCij = length of KCi ,
S(KCi) = number of shift key used in KCi ,
R(KCi) = number of repeated key strokes in KCi ,
txy = average time lapse between two unshifted keystrokes,
txx = average time lapse to repeat an unshifted keystroke,
txY = average time lapse between unshifted and shifted keys, and
tXy = average time lapse between shifted and unshifted keys.
Using this notation, Sinhala typing speed and keystroke typing speed can be dened
by using Equations (3.7) and (3.8):
keystroke typing speed =
1
txy
, (3.7)
Sinhala typing speed =
key stroke typing speed
typing cost
. (3.8)
Experiments 1 and 2 are carried out in order to calculate the weights of shifted keys
and repeated keys.
Experiment 1
Test subjects are asked to type a set of character pairs. Some pairs consist of two dierent
characters, and the others consist of two same characters. Then txy and txx are calculated
by averaging them. This experiment was carried out on a group of 12 subjects (3 females
and 9 males, age 18-46 years).
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Figure 3.2: Weight of Shift Key
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Experiment 2
The test subjects are asked to type a set of common English words, but some characters
of the word are designated to use uppercase letters. Then txy; txY and tXy are calculated
by averaging them. This experiment was carried out on a group of 11 subjects (7 females
and 4 males, age 20-31 years).
Least Square Method
The trend of the above experiment data is estimated using the least square method. The
trend is approximated into a line: Equation (3.9). b and m are calculated, which minimize
the
P
(y   actual data)2 [75, 76].
y = mx+ b (3.9)
m =
P
(x  x)(y   y)P
(x  x) (3.10)
b = y  mx (3.11)
r =
n
P
xy   (P x)(P y)p
n
P
x2   (Px)2pnP y2   (P y)2 (3.12)
The experimental results are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. The X-axis shows txy, the
average time lapse between two Roman character key strokes, while the Y-axis shows the
weights of repeated keys and the shift key.
The equations of the approximation lines and the correlation coecients are shown in
Equations (3.13) and (3.14).
wrepeat = 0:87  0:73txy(jrj = 85%) (3.13)
wshift = 2:50  2:92txy(jrj = 69%) (3.14)
Then, the Divaina online Sinhala newspaper [77] from January 2005 to May 2006
(about 50MB of Kaputadotcom encoded text) was used as a corpus to calculate the oc-
currence probabilities of each Sinhala character. Table 3.2 and Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show
the probability distribution of Sinhala characters. Appendix A gives a more detailed list
of it.
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Table 3.2: Occurrence Probabilities of Sinhala Characters
# character occurrence probability accumulated probability
1  (=ya) 4.44% 4.44%
2 ( (=va) 4.15% 8.60%
3 Õ (=n) 3.59% 12.19%
4 ø (=ma) 3.55% 15.74%
5 H (=ka) 3.47% 19.21%
6 Ð (=na) 3.35% 22.56%
7  (=ra) 3.28% 25.83%
8  (=t.a) 2.53% 28.36%
9 @ (=sa) 2.20% 30.56%
...
...
...
...
3.3.2 User-friendliness
As discussed in Section 3.1, we use the term user-friendliness as it indicates how easily
a user with ordinary background can make use of a system. It turns out that, while
considering text input systems, the acceptable input key sequences are crucial. That is,
if a user is forced to use an unintuitive key sequence to input a text, the system is not
user-friendly. On the contrary, if a system can accept a reasonable variety of intuitive key
sequences, the system is user-friendly.
For example, in Japanese text input, there is no diculty in inputting Japanese using
Roman character key sequences because there is a set of well-known conversion rules for
transliterating Japanese. In this regard, Japanese input systems are user-friendly. In
India also, there are transliteration systems such as \baraha," making the conversion-
based input system more popular than the non-conversion input systems that force its
user to use unintuitive key sequences.
In Sinhala, such a standardized transliteration scheme does not exist; a Sinhala text
can be variously transliterated by Roman character sequences depending on the user.
Therefore to assess the user-friendliness of a Sinhala input system, we need to have a
user-friendliness measure that can evaluate how one of the acceptable key sequences is
similar to the actual user key sequence that is generated from a user intuition. Note
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here that the measures discussed in Section 3.2 are introduced mainly for assessing the
eciency, but not for the user-friendliness as we need here.
Here, we propose to use the average edit distance between the input key sequences
of each input system and the user intuitive key sequence, as a measure of the \user-
friendliness," as shown in Equation (3.15):
avg edit dist =
1
M
MX
j=1
NX
i=i
P (Ci)edit dist(USjCi ; KCi), (3.15)
where
C1::N 2 Sinhala characters,
P (Ci) = occurrence probability of character Ci,
S1::M 2 test subjects,
USjCi = test subject Sj's intuitive transliteration of character Ci, and
KCi = input key sequence assigned for character Ci in a given input system.
Edit Distance
The Levenshtein distance or edit distance between two strings is given by the minimum
number of operations needed to transform one string into the other, where an opera-
tion is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character [78]. Table 3.3 shows
an example of edit distance calculation using the word \ è(Õ"(=ayubovan: wel-
come). Let's say one user intuitive key sequence to input \ è(Õ" is \ayubovan."
Using Kaputadotcom keyboard layout \ è(Õ" can be typed as \ayE@b~vn~."
The example shows that the edit distance between these two key sequences will be 7: 4
insertions, 1 deletion, and 2 substitutions.
Transliteration Experiment
In order to nd our user intuitive transliteration of each Sinhala character, 275 Sinhala
characters were used, and this covers more than 99% of the characters occurred in the
corpus, and all the characters have more than a 0.0155% occurrence probability.
In order to produce an experiment more natural for the test subjects, we used a
word list that includes all 275 characters mentioned above, instead of using the characters
separately. We tried to minimize the number of words in order to reduce the test subjects'
load. However, the word list ended up with 106 words. The dierence between the input
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Table 3.3: Example of Calculating Edit Distance
a y u b o v a n
# I # S I # S I # D # I
a  y E @ b  ~ v n ~
Number of Insertions (I) = 4
Number of Deletions (D) = 1
Number of Substitutions (S) = 2
Edit Distance = 7
sequences and test subjects' transliteration proposals is taken as a measure of how dicult
it is to remember the input sequence for each Sinhala character.
Test subjects were asked to transliterate the Sinhala word list. This experiment was
carried out on a group of 30 subjects between 14 to 60 years old, which included 14 males
and 16 females. The transliterated word lists we got from the subjects were split into
characters. Then the dierence between the input key sequence of each input system
and the proposed transliterations of each test subject was measured by the edit distance
between the two strings.
3.4 Evaluation of the Existing Sinhala Input Systems
For our evaluation, the most popular Sinhala input systems, which are the Wijesekara,
Kaputadotcom and Natural SinGlish explained in Section 2.3, have been taken into ac-
count.
3.4.1 Eciency
The eciencies of the existing Sinhala input systems are shown in Figure 3.5. They
were calculated using the occurrence probabilities of each Sinhala character in the UCSC
Sinhala Corpus BETA [79] provided by the University of Colombo. The X-axis shows the
keystroke typing speed in keystrokes per minute, and the Y-axis shows the Sinhala typing
speed in Sinhala characters per minute. These results indicate that the most ecient
existing Sinhala input system is the Wijesekara. Table 3.4 shows the average typing cost
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Figure 3.5: Eciencies of Existing Sinhala Input systems
Table 3.4: Average Typing Cost
Keystroke typing speed
Input [Keystrokes per minute]
System 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
Kaputadotcom 1.70 2.01 2.20 2.33 2.42 2.48 2.54
Natural SinGlish 2.09 2.16 2.19 2.21 2.22 2.23 2.24
Wijesekara 1.63 1.69 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.77 1.78
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Table 3.5: Average Edit Distances
Input system Average edit distance
Wijesekara 2.06
Kaputadotcom 1.43
Natural SinGlish 0.33
of each input system at dierent key-stroke typing speed levels.
3.4.2 User-friendliness
As a measurement of user-friendliness, we have calculated the average edit distance be-
tween an input key sequence and the proposed transliteration of each character. The
average edit distances of each input system are calculated using Equation (3.15) and are
shown in Table 3.5. The results show that there is a big dierence between the sub-
jects' transliteration proposals and the input sequence proposed by Kaputadotcom and
Wijesekara. Even though Natural SinGlish signicantly reduced the gap, it is not good
enough for novice users because it forces the users to memorize a set of key assignments
for entering Sinhala characters. According to the above results we can say that trade-o
exists between eciency and user-friendliness.
3.5 Validity of the User-friendliness Measure
In Japanese romaji nyuryoku, the edit distance between the user intuitive key sequence
and the required input sequence is zero. This is because Japanese has a well know translit-
eration scheme as explained in Section 2.2. In this regard, any Japanese input systems
are fully user-friendly, meaning that our notion of user-friendliness is not relevant.
On the other hand, in India, whose languages share same characteristics with Sin-
hala in the sense that there are no standardized transliteration, the input systems that
accept more user intuitive key sequence as there input sequence are more popular. This
may support that our claim that the user-friendliness, particularly for languages without
standardized transliteration, can be measured by the edit distance-based measure.
However, it is not directly proven that our edit distance-based measure is sucient
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Table 3.6: Average Edit Distance vs. Test Subjects' Ratings
Input Systems Average Edit Distance Ratings by Test Subjects
Natural SinGlish 0.33 81.6
Kaputadotcom 1.43 32.4
Wijesekara 2.06 25.2
Correlation coecient r=-96.9%
to fully assess the \user-friendliness" of a text input system. We therefore planned an
experiment to validate the proposed measure.
3.5.1 Experiment
We conducted a survey in the form of a questionnaire (Appendix B) with 13 subjects (10
females and 3 males). In the questionnaire, we rst asked them typing experiences in
English or Sinhala. We then gave a simple Sinhala sentence with the key sequences used
to input that sentence in each input system. We asked them rst to study carefully the
sentence and the key sequences required to type, and then to rate each input system from a
viewpoint of (   ØHC !*ý HOø (\easiest-to-input") on a scale of 1 to 100. Note that
the notion of \easiest-to-input" is highly associated with the dimensions of the usability:
memorability and learnability. Other dimensions are not relevant here; eciency, error,
and satisfaction should be directly measured by using some input system. On the other
hand, memorability and learnability should be considered when the subjects answer the
questionnaire. If the results from this experiment using the questionnaire correlate with
the results from our edit distance-based measure, it means that our measure can be
employed as a measure for assessing memorability and learnability, hence our notion of
user-friendliness.
3.5.2 Experimental Results
Table 3.6 shows the average ratings by the test subjects and average edit distances. A vi-
sual representation of the data is given in Figure 3.6. As shown in the table, very high level
of correlation (-96.9%) was measured. This proves that the degree of \easiest-to-input"
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Figure 3.6: Average Edit Distance vs. Test Subjects' Ratings
highly correlates with the edit distance between the required and resulted sequences, sug-
gesting that the user-friendliness of a text input system can be assessed by the proposed
measure.
The typing experiences of the test subjects' did not make a signicant dierence on
their ratings; the correlation coecient between the experienced subjects' ratings and
those of non-experienced subjects was 0.99. Therefore, the proposed user-friendliness
measure is valid independent of the users' typing experiences.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have proposed a new methodology to evaluate Sinhala input systems.
First we have discussed the general measures used to evaluate input systems. Text input
systems should be evaluated not only by the eciency but the user-friendliness, especially
when the users are not professionals. The eciency is quantied by the average typing cost
per Sinhala character, while the user-friendliness is assessed by the average edit distance
between a user-intuitive character sequence and the input sequences of an input system.
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We have reported the evaluation results of existing Sinhala systems by employing these
measures. We nally proved that the proposed user-friendly measure is valid to evaluate
the user-friendliness through questionnaire based experiment.
Chapter 4
Sri Shell: Phonetically-principled
Input System
The previous chapter argued that a text input system should be user-friendly, especially
for non-professionals. One of the strategies to ensure the user-friendliness is to develop
a key assignment which is intuitive or principle-based. In this chapter, we propose a
phonetically-principled associative conversion-based direct input system. We also intend
to implement such a principled system as a light-weighted application independent module
that can be realized without any language resources such as corpora or dictionaries. The
objective of this system is discussed in Section 4.1. System design is presented in Section
4.2. Overall architecture of the system is discussed in Section 4.3. Finally Section 4.4
concludes the evaluation results.
4.1 Objective
All existing Sinhala input systems use uppercases to cover the variety of characters.
Among them Wijesekara uses uppercases for the less frequent characters. The other
systems use uppercases for various characters. The use of uppercases can be problematic
for three reasons. Firstly, the use of uppercases increase the users' load as discussed in
Chapter 3. Secondly, assigning special role for shifted key should be avoided especially
for English-familiar users; in English, uppercase letters are used for proper nouns and
sentence beginnings, and do not exhibit any phonetical dierences. Finally, a mixture
of uppercases and lowercases symbols, results in an unreadable input sequence, for ex-
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Table 4.1: Text Entry Example of Sri Shell
Output
text
ø ÕÐ  (I è È (!Õ ¸ ( ÑHE XøÕ Iø
@H (0È(Ð  È    M8 (  @ E(  Ð  @½   
(XJý Ð A# Ð XÕø 27  H  Øß ¸ Õ¹¿H @ø ( 
Ð Ð ÉØ¹ %#ýH  ÝM8 H  A.
Input key
sequence
meya dxarannaata avahira baadxhaavalin txorava nidxahasee gaman
kiriimata saha avasxyavana aadxhaara dxa aarakshaava dxa
salasvaa dxena lesatx adxaala vagakiim dxarana siyalu dxenaa-
genma sxrii la/nkaa prajaatxaantxrika samaajavaadxii janarajayee
janaadxhipatxi illumkara dxa apeekshaakara dxa sitii.
ample: \kuruNA)gala" of Natural SinGlish, and \kOr#N$gl" of Kaputadotcom (Section
2.3). One may argue that this is just an input system and there is no need for readability.
However, if a sequence is readable it will be easier to memorize, and for an application
like LATEX where one has to type without any output feedback, it is an advantage if what
is typed can be read. The Sinhala TEX Package [80] supports a transliteration scheme
called Samanala [81] which uses uppercases and symbols, and hence is unreadable.
Even though Natural SinGlish is quite user-friendly, it relies too much on English
spellings. So they tried to avoid key combinations which are very rare in English. Instead
of being too dependent on English-like input sequences, we want to implement more
systematic and ecient conversion system.
Here, our objective is to propose an ecient and user-friendly Sinhala input system
based on principled phonetic notation, which uses only unshifted keys. Table 4.1 exem-
plies the text input using Sri Shell. This key assignment what we propose here can also
be used as a lossless transliteration scheme for Sinhala.
4.2 System Design
In this section we discuss the design principles of Sri Shell, and detail the phonetically-
principled key assignment.
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4.2.1 Principles of the Proposed System
The most prominent design principle is the phonetically-principled key assignment. It is
based on the following three principles.
 It is based on the phonetic notation of characters:
{ All aspirated consonants can be produced by adding an \h" to unaspirated
consonants.
{ Nasals can be produced by a voiceless vowel preceded by \/."
{ Nasal+voiced can be produced by a voiced vowel preceded by \/."
(See Table 4.3)
 It is consistent:
{ All long-vowels can be produced by doubling the last character of a short-vowel.
(See Tables 4.2)
{ If two Sinhala characters map to the same Roman character, then these Sin-
hala characters are dierentiated by adding an \x" to the one with a lower
occurrence probability.
For example: retroexes and dentals of Table 4.3.
 It is complete:
Most of the existing Sinhala input systems have several missing characters. Such
rare characters as , , , and  are usually missing. Sri Shell supports all
characters even though some cannot be displayed with most of the fonts.
4.2.2 Key Assignments
Sri Shell assigns a key combination to each Sinhala phoneme. The basis of this system
is the phonetic notation of Sinhala characters. Based on the modern \Sammata Sim. hala
Hod. iya" (standard Sinhala alphabet: Table 2.4), Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the key
assignment by Sri Shell for Sinhala vowels, occlusive consonants and the other conso-
nants respectively with the phonetic notation using NLAC (National Library at Calcutta
Romanization) [24], and using IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) [25, 26]. The left
most columns of these tables show articulations of the phonemes.
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Table 4.2: Vowels, their Phonetic Notations (NLAC [IPA]) and their Sri Shell Key As-
signments
Sinhala Phoneme        
Short NLAC a  i u r. l. e o
Vowels IPA [a] [] [i] [u] [r] [l] [e] [o]
Sri Shell a ae i u rx lxx e o
Sinhala Phoneme   	      
Long NLAC a  i u r. l. e o
Vowels IPA [a:] [:] [i:] [u:] [r:] [l:] [e:] [o:]
Sri Shell aa aee ii uu rxx lxxx ee oo
Sinhala Phoneme  
Diphthongs NLAC ai au
IPA [ai] [au]
Sri Shell ai au
Sinhala phoneme (=a) is normally pronounced as [a] as shown in Table 4.2. But
when the phoneme (=a) is combined with a consonant, sometimes the pronunciation
changes to [@]. For example, H(=ka) can either be pronounced as [ka] or [k@] depending
its position in a word [82]. Similarly, Sinhala phoneme  (=a) has two pronunciations,
where H (=ka) can be pronounced either as [ka:] or [ka], depending on the position.
However, we do not assign two dierent key assignments for [ka] and [k@] etc., because
the Sinhala characters are the same.
Sinhala has one conjunct consonant \"(=j~n [Íñ]), which represents + as discussed
in Section 2.1.1. For this special character, we have assigned a special key sequence: \cx."
4.3 Overall Architecture
Figure 4.1 illustrates the overall architecture of Sri Shell system. As soon as the user
activates the Sri Shell Controller, it catches up all the keystrokes pressed by the user.
Then the key sequence is converted to a Sinhala character sequence, and it is transmitted
to the application program. Figure 4.1 shows a status where the user have already entered
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Table 4.3: Occlusive Consonants, their Phonetic Notations (NLAC [IPA]) and their Sri
Shell Key Assignments
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V
oi
ce
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Sinhala Phoneme M U B e m ]
Velars NLAC k kh g gh _n ng
IPA [k] [kh] [g] [gh] [N] [Ng]
Sri Shell k kh g gh /k /g
Sinhala Phoneme u }    
Palatals NLAC c ch j jh ~n nj
IPA [c] [ch] [Í] [Íh] [ñ] [ñÍ]
Sri Shell c ch j jh /c /j
Sinhala Phoneme   ¥ ­ µ m
Retroexes NLAC t. t.h d. d.h n. nd.
IPA [ú] [úh] [ã] [ãh] [ï] [ïã]
Sri Shell t th d dh nx /d
Sinhala Phoneme ½ Å £ Í Õ »
Dentals NLAC t th d dh n nd
IPA [t] [th] [d] [dh] [n] [nd]
Sri Shell tx txh dx dxh n /dx
Sinhala Phoneme Ý å í õ ý u
Labials NLAC p ph b bh m mb
IPA [p] [ph] [b] [bh] [m] [mb]
Sri Shell p ph b bh m /b
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Table 4.4: Other Consonants, their Phonetic Notations (NLAC [IPA]) and their Sri Shell
Key Assignments
Sinhala Phoneme   % U 
Approximants NLAC y r l l. v
IPA [j] [r] [l] [í] [V]
Sri Shell y r l lx v
Sinhala Phoneme 5 = E M
Fricatives NLAC s s. s h
IPA [C] [ù] [s] [h]
Sri Shell sx sh s h
Sinhala Phoneme  

Anusvara NLAC m. h.
and Visarga IPA [N] [h]
Sri Shell /n hx
three key strokes: A , A , and Y , where the input sequence is \aay." Then this input
sequence was converted into \ "(=ay)(=U+0D86 U+0DBA U+0DCA) by the Sri Shell
Converter, and then it had been transmitted to the application program.
When the user presses the next key: U , the input sequence is updated to \aayu."
After converting this input sequence to Sinhala characters: \ "(=ayu)(=U+0D86
U+0DBA U+0DD4), the controller identies the dierences between the two Sinhala
character sequences: \U+0D86 U+0DBA U+0DCA" and \U+0D86 U+0DBA U+0DD4."
Then the controller send two signals to the application program: (1) to delete the char-
acter \U+0DCA," and (2) to insert the character \U+0DD4."
4.4 Evaluation
Using the proposed methodologies in Section 3.3, we have evaluated our proposed in-
put system: Sri Shell. The evaluation results obtained using the two measures: user-
friendliness and eciency, are given below.
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Sri Shell Controller
Current State: aay ⇒ආය් (=U+0D86 U+0DBA U+0DCA)
Next State: aayu ⇒ආයු (=U+0D86 U+0DBA U+0DD4)
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2. Insert “◌ුු ු”ු(=U+0DD4)
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Figure 4.1: System Architecture of Sri Shell
4.4.1 User-friendliness
Using Equation (3.15), we have calculated the average edit distance of Sri Shell and
other existing Sinhala input systems. These value are calculated based on the occurrence
probabilities derived from UCSC Sinhala Corpus BETA [79] provided by the University
of Colombo. Table 4.5 shows the evaluation results. The results show a big dierence
between the user intuitive character sequence and the input sequence of Wijesekara and
Kaputadotcom keyboard layouts. However, Natural SinGlish and Sri Shell were able to
reduce this gap signicantly. This was possible because the conversion systems have been
designed to accept more user intuitive key sequences. The results also show that, Natural
SinGlish is slightly more user-friendly than Sri Shell. This happened because the test
subjects always tried to produce a transliterated Sinhala word that resembles an English
word.
Even though Natural SinGlish and Sri Shell were able to improve the user-friendliness
signicantly, still they are not good enough for novice users because they force the users
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Table 4.5: Average Edit Distances
input system Average edit distance
Wijesekara 2.06
Kaputadotcom 1.43
Sri Shell 0.43
Natural SinGlish 0.33
Table 4.6: Average Typing Cost
Keystroke typing speed
Input [Keystrokes per minute]
System 75 100 125 150 175 200 225
Kaputadotcom 1.70 2.01 2.20 2.33 2.42 2.48 2.54
Natural SinGlish 2.09 2.16 2.19 2.21 2.22 2.23 2.24
Wijesekara 1.63 1.69 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.77 1.78
Sri Shell 2.11 2.13 2.14 2.15 2.16 2.16 2.16
to memorize a set of key assignments for entering Sinhala characters. Therefore, an
input system that accepts all user intuitive key sequences as input sequences, is greatly
anticipated.
4.4.2 Eciency
The eciency of the proposed system is evaluated using average typing cost dened in
Equation (3.4). The evaluation results of Sri Shell and other existing input systems, which
are calculated based on the occurrence probabilities of the UCSC Sinhala Corpus BETA
[79], are shown in Figure 4.2 and Table 4.6. The X-axis shows the keystroke typing speed in
keystrokes per minute, and the Y-axis shows the Sinhala typing speed in Sinhala characters
per minute. These results proved that the proposed input system Sri Shell gives the second
highest eciency in most cases with a considerably high level of user-friendliness, where
Sri Shell has the second lowest typing cost among the four input systems. We can also say
that Sri Shell is the most ecient conversion based Sinhala input system. Note that, the
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Figure 4.2: Eciency of Sri Shell
most ecient two input systems use less number of shifted key strokes, where Wijesekara
use them for less frequent character components and Sri Shell does not use any shifted
key strokes. However, the non-conversion system Wijesekara, exhibits high eciency,
compared to Sri Shell conversion systems, even though the conversion systems are more
user-friendly. According to the above results we can say that trade-o exists between
eciency and user-friendliness.
4.4.3 Overall Assessment
We have proposed a conversion-based phonetically associative direct input system, which
is modestly user-friendly and ecient. As this system does not use any word lists, it can
be implemented on a device which has a limited resources, such as a mobile phone. As
this system is a direct input system, the users do not have to select candidates from a
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Table 4.7: Example of Sri Shell LATEX Converter
...
fnsinhala sxrii la/nkaa prajaatxaantxrika samaajavaadxii janarajayagnn
fnNLAC sxrii la/nkaa prajaatxaantxrika samaajavaadxii janarajayagnn
fnIPA sxrii la/nkaa prajaatxaantxrika samaajavaadxii janarajayagnn
...
...
27  H  Øß ¸ Õ¹¿H @ø (  Ð
sri lam. ka prajatantrika samajavadi janarajaya
Cri: laNka: praÍa:ta:ntrika sama:ÍaVa:di: ÍanaraÍaja
...
menu. Additionally it does not use any shifted keystrokes. These two factors enable the
users to improve their typing speeds more. Furthermore, Sri Shell is a complete input
system; all Sinhala characters can be input correctly. Therefore, it can be used to input
any Sinhala word in any technical eld. Sri Shell can also be utilized with any Pali or
Sanskrit word.
Sinhala has many more phonemes compared to the number of Roman characters. As
a result, there is no standard lossless transliteration scheme can be employed to translit-
erate Sinhala into Roman characters. On the other hand, English characters and English
pronunciations are in many-to-many relationships. Therefore, Roman character translit-
eration of Sinhala is necessarily ambiguous. Sri Shell does not allow any of these ambi-
guities, as it is a direct input system. Thus, to realize a user-friendly input system which
can handle the ambiguities, we need to realize a predictive input system.
Sri Shell's key assignment can also be used as an independent Sinhala transliterating
scheme, which is highly readable. Table 4.7 shows such an example, where Sri Shell
transliteration scheme is used to write Sinhala characters and Sinhala phonetics in LATEX.
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Figure 4.3: Average Edit Distance vs. Test Subjects' Ratings
4.4.4 Validity of the User-friendliness Measure
In Section 3.5, we discussed the validity of our user-friendliness measure. We have ex-
tended the results by incorporating the user-friendliness evaluation results of Sri Shell.
Table 4.8 and Figure 4.3 summarize the results. Again, the user assessment and the edit
distance value are highly correlated; the correlation coecient is -96.7%.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a phonetically-principled associative conversion-based
direct input system called Sri Shell. The system is a light-weighted application inde-
pendent module that can be realized without any language resources such as corpora or
dictionaries. This Sri Shell system is moderately user-friendly while maintaining better
level of eciency comparing to other conversion-based direct input systems. This system
was available freely online, where hundreds of Sinhala speakers downloaded and enjoyed
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Table 4.8: Average Edit Distance vs. Test Subjects' Ratings
Input Systems Average Edit Distance Ratings by Test Subjects
Natural SinGlish 0.33 81.6
Kaputadotcom 1.43 32.4
Wijesekara 2.06 25.2
Sri Shell 0.43 67.8
Correlation coecient r=-96.7%
it. Among them, some commented that the system was convenient to use, because it op-
erated application-independent, where all other existing conversion based input systems
at the time were applications by themselves. It also should be noted that Sri Shell is a
complete input system that can be utilized in combination with the next proposed system
SriShell Primo in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5
SriShell Primo: Word-based
Predictive Input System
The previous section argued that a Sinhala input system can be more user-friendly if
it accepts a variety of user intuitive transliterations. To address this issue, we have
incorporated a device called input variation table which lists possible user intuitive input
variations. The introduction of this device however calls for the system to realize a
mechanism to choose the best Sinhala character sequence toward the given user input
sequence. We therefore propose a word-based predictive method to narrow down the
ambiguities. Figure 5.1 shows a screenshot of text input using SriShell Primo, where
the system lists predicted word candidates. The prediction is made based on the input
variation table and the probabilistic mechanism to rank the candidates. This word-
based method is also benecial, as it can propose completion candidates during the input
process. The objective of the proposed system is summarized in Section 5.1. System
design is discussed in Section 5.2. Overall architecture, including the input variation
table, language resources required, and the computational process, is detailed in Section
5.3. Section 5.4 discusses the implementation issues, and nally Section 5.5 concludes the
evaluation results.
5.1 Objective
In Section 3.3 we have carried out an experiment to nd out how the general Sinhala
speakers transliterate Sinhala into Roman characters. There we have found out that the
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Figure 5.1: Screenshot of SriShell Primo
Roman character transliteration of Sinhala is ambiguous. A few examples are shown in
Figure 5.2.
There are two reasons for Roman character transliteration of Sinhala to be ambiguous.
1. Sinhala has many more phonemes, compared to the number of Roman characters.
For example Sinhala has 18 vowel characters, where Roman characters have only 5
vowel characters.
2. English spelling itself is ambiguous in the sense that there are no direct correspon-
dences between them and the pronunciations, especially in phoneme level.
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Figure 5.2: Some Many-to-many Relationships in Test Subjects' Proposals
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In order to develop a fully \user-friendly" system, we have to accommodate the translit-
eration variations coming from the above discussed reasons. We have incorporated a
device called input variation table to address the problem. The input variation table lists
Sinhala phonemes and the corresponding input sequences. This table enables a user to
input Sinhala text by using intuitive key sequences. This however introduces a problem
of ambiguities; a key sequence is associated with a number of possible Sinhala character
candidates, and the user has to choose among them. As the number of candidates can be
very large, it is required that the system provides some mechanism to narrow down and
rank the candidates. To address this technical issue, we apply a word-based probabilistic
language model to lter out useless candidates and rank them appropriately. In general,
being more user-friendly means being less ecient. We however try to achieve a high ef-
ciency which is comparable to non-conversion direct input systems such as: Wijesekara,
Kaputadotcom by introducing a vowel omission function.
5.2 System Design
We propose a Sinhala input system called SriShell Primo, which is a word-based predictive
converter. A number of predictive input systems have been proposed so far, especially
for handheld devices and mobile phones [83]. Among them, eZiText(R) [84] supports
such Indic scripts as Hindi, Tamil, and Malayalam. A SriShell Primo user can input a
Sinhala word by typing it as a sequence of Roman characters that they think is the most
appropriate. Even though the Roman character sequence for a specic Sinhala word may
dier from person to person, SriShell Primo is still capable of predicting the intended
Sinhala word. Users can select the intended word from the candidate list.
Table 5.1 shows a text entry example of SriShell Primo. Here a novice user may use a
key sequence that is intuitive for him/her. In this case for some input sequences, the user
may not get his/her intended word as the topmost word in the menu. In this example user
has selected the second menu item by pressing the numeric key: 2 , after \darannata"
and \siti." On the other hand a SriShell Primo expert is able to enter the same text with
less number of keystrokes. Furthermore he/she also tries to use a key sequence with less
ambiguity, which gives his/her intended word as the topmost candidate of the menu.
Note that, in this example, the typing cost of the novice user is 1.70 keystrokes per
Sinhala character, and the SriShell Primo expert reduces it up to 1.15 keystrokes per
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Table 5.1: Text Entry Example of SriShell Primo
Output text
ø ÕÐ  (I è È (!Õ ¸ (
ÑHE XøÕ Iø @H (0È(Ð  È  
 M8 (  @ E(  Ð  @½   (XJý
Ð A# Ð XÕø 27  H  Øß ¸ Õ¹¿H
@ø (  Ð Ð ÉØ¹ %#ýH 
ÝM8 H  A.
Input key sequence
(novice user)
meya darannata2 awahira badawalin torawa
nidahase gaman kirimata saha awashyawana
adarada arakshawada salaswa dena lesath adala
wagakeem darana siyalu denagenma sri lanka
prajatantrika samajawadi janarajaye janad-
hipathi ellumkarada apekshakarada siti2.
Input key sequence
(SriShell Primo expert)
mey drnnaat avhir bdvln trv nidhse gmn kirmt sh
avsyvn adr d arksv d slsv dena lest adl vgkim drn
sylu dngnm sri lnk prjtntrik smjvd jnrjye jndpt
illmkr d apkskr d sitee.
Sinhala character. Here we assume, pressing key: 2 to select the menu has the same
weight as a normal alphabetic keystroke, and repeating the same key has the weight of
two normal alphabetic keystrokes.
Figure 5.3 demonstrates how the menu changes dynamically as the keys are entered,
taking  è(Õ(=ayubovan: Welcome) as an example. When the user types \a,"
SriShell Primo gives a list of candidates in the menu that starts with  , , 	, , ,
etc., as shown in Figure 5.3(a). When the user types to \ayub," the intended word
 è(Õ appears for the rst time in the menu as the third candidate (Figure 5.3(d)).
The user can select the word by arrow keys or by pressing numeric key: 3 . Otherwise
he/she can continue typing. When the user types to \ayubovan,"  è(Õ (intended
word) surfaces as the rst menu choice (Figure 5.3(h)). The user can select the menu
item by pressing a punctuation key such as a space, comma, period, etc.
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Figure 5.3: Text Entering Example  è(Õ(=ayubovan: Welcome)
Design Principles
The design principles to realize an ecient and user-friendly text input system can be de-
scribed as follows. In addition to these two dimensions, completeness should be enforced;
any intended text has to be entered anyway.
1. Highly user-friendly
 High coverage of possible input sequences
The Roman character sequence used to represent a Sinhala word depends on
the user. For example, all the following sequences represent the same Sinhala
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word:
desei; dase; dese; daasee;
desee; dasee; daesei; dasay;
deesee; desee; dhasay; dhese
9>>=>>;!
	E
(=dse:
in the eyes)
On the other hand an input sequence can also be ambiguous:
bata!
8>>>><>>>>:
ð (=bhata: soldier),
è (=bta: hurt),
è (=bata: bamboo or pipe),
è   (=bata: a trade name)
SriShell Primo can convert all of these possible sequences into the word in-
tended by the user.
 Self-adaptation
The system continues updating the frequencies of each conversion and records
them in the \Input Variation Table" described in 5.3.1.
2. Substantially ecient
 Vowel omissions
According to UCSC Sinhala Corpus BETA [79], 23.36% of Sinhala phonemes
are `a' vowels, as shown in Table 5.2. This means that the most frequent
pattern of a Sinhala character is Consonant syllabic (C) of Equation (2.3).
Non-conversion direct input systems are highly ecient for this, because users
can strike a single key to input a Consonant syllabic (C) character. Here
we provide a vowel omitting feature to improve typing eciency, based on
Human coding concept: shorter key sequences for more frequent characters
[85]. For example, Ó ÈÛ (anuradhapuraya: Anuradhapura City) can be
input either as anuradhapuraya or anrdpry.
 Abbreviated key sequences
Some abbreviated key sequences are introduced to improve typing eciency
and to reduce ambiguities. For example, most of the time, phoneme \½"(=t;
occurrence probability=3.91%) is transliterated as \th" or \t." If the user
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Table 5.2: Sinhala Phonemes and their Occurrence Probabilities
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 (=a) 23.36  (=) 2.01 » (=nd) 0.29  (=~n) 0.02
 (=i) 6.51  (=e) 2.00 u (=c) 0.23 Õ (=f) 0.02
Õ (=n) 5.86  (=t.) 1.78 õ (=bh) 0.23 å (=ph) 0.01
 (=v) 4.88 B (=g) 1.63 Å (=th) 0.17 ­ (=d.h) 0.00
 (=y) 4.38  (=i) 1.21 	 (=) 0.15 m (= _n) 0.00
  (=a) 4.27 í (=b) 1.06 ] (=ng) 0.11  (=r.) 0.00
M (=k) 4.17  (=o) 1.05 separater 0.09  (=jh) 0.00
ý (=m) 3.97 µ (=n. ) 0.77 u (= mb) 0.06 
 (=h. ) 0.00
½ (=t) 3.91 U (=l.) 0.62  (=au) 0.04  (=r.) 0.00
 (=r) 3.69 5 (=s) 0.45 } (=ch) 0.04  (=nj) 0.00
 (=u) 3.54  (=o) 0.42 connector 0.03  (=l.) 0.00
E (=s) 3.08  (=j) 0.42  (=t.h) 0.03 ' (=') 0.00
 (=e) 2.61 ¥ (=d. ) 0.41 m (=nd. ) 0.03  (=l.) 0.00
£ (=d) 2.51 Í (=dh) 0.40  (=j~n) 0.03
Ý (=p) 2.28  (=u) 0.39 U (=kh) 0.03
M (=h) 2.10 = (=s.) 0.30  (=ai) 0.02
% (=l) 2.02  (=m. ) 0.30 e (=gh) 0.02
wants to improve his/her input eciency, he/she will have to choose \t," as
it requires only one keystroke to input the phoneme. However, key sequence
\t" is highly ambiguous, as it is used for other phonemes including \"(=t.)
which also has quite high occurrence probability. In such cases, we introduce
abbreviated key sequences:
{ x ! ½(=t), Å(=th)
{ q ! £(=d), Í(=dh)
{ z ! (=), 	(=)
 Auto completion
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SriShell Primo not only gives Sinhala words that can be completely repre-
sented by an input Roman character sequence but it also dynamically adds
automatically completed Sinhala words to the menu, as depicted in Figure 5.3.
 Word combinations
A Sinhala word is usually separated by spaces. Our preliminary experiments
however revealed that sometimes users omit the spaces especially for frequently
co-occurred word pairs. This is because Sinhala has word boundary problem as
explained in Section 2.1.2. SriShell Primo thus allows up to one space omission,
and gives word pairs in the menu, if the number of word candidates from the
above methods are less than ten.
3. Complete
SriShell Primo also allows Sri Shell input sequences. Using Sri Shell as a back-o
input system, users can input any new Sinhala word that is not included in the word
list.
5.3 Overall Architecture
Figure 5.4 illustrates the overall architecture of SriShell Primo. A user intuitive key
sequence is converted to a Sinhala word through a probabilistic decoding process that
employs an input variation table and a Sinhala word list.
5.3.1 Input Variation Table
In Chapter 4 we have carried out an experiment to examine how the highly frequent
275 Sinhala characters are transliterated in Roman characters by 30 Sinhala speakers. We
further divided the Roman character sequence for each Sinhala character into phonemes.
Based on the experiments, we constructed a table that shows how each Sinhala phoneme
can be transliterated into Roman characters by various users, as shown in Table 5.3. The
system increases an entry's frequency by 1 each time it is used.
The probability of each conversion is calculated using Equation (5.1):
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2009/1/8
1
Probabilistic Decoding
phoneme Input Sequence (frequencies)
ඈ(=Q#)  e 39 aee 24 ee 21 … <null> 1
ඊ(=i#)  i 562 ii 203 ee 27 … <null> 1
ඳ(=n&d)  d 114 nd 48 /dx 14 …
ව්(=v)  v 2027 w 621 vu 22 …
ඒ(=e#)  e 901 ee 321 ei 7 … <null> 1
ශ්(=s@)  s 190 sh 80 z 22 …
…
User intuitive 
key sequence
Words
436,000
Tokens
9,978,000
Hidden Markov Model
Input variation table
Sinhala word list
(University of Colombo)
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9 ආයුෙබෝ වන
අ ආයුෙබෝවන්
0 අයුෙබොවන්
ayubovan
Figure 5.4: System Architecture
P (c ki) = f(c ki)nX
i=1
f(c ki)
, (5.1)
where
c = a Sinhala phoneme,
ki(i = 1::n) = key sequences that can be converted to phoneme `c', and
f(c ki) = frequency of conversion `c ki'.
Notice that we included special rules for supporting vowel omission. For the fre-
quently occurring phoneme (=a), we assigned an articial frequency fa for vowel omis-
sion (<null>). The value for fa is set to 10% of the frequency of the actually entered
(=a) phoneme. With respect to Table 5.3, fa is calculated by
fa
16425+551+fa
= 0:10. On
the other hand, we assigned fx for the other vowel phonemes, where fx is uniformly set
to 1. This account reects an engineering viewpoint. To maintain proper menu ordering,
we set the values to achieve the following relation (Equation (5.2)):
P (v  k) P (va  <null>) P (va0  <null>), (5.2)
where
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Table 5.3: Input Variation Table
phoneme Input Sequence (frequencies)
(=a) a (16425) e (551) <null> (fa)
	(=) e (39) aee (24) ee (21) ae (5) aa (3) <null> (fx)
(=i) i (562) ii (203) ee (27) y (1) ie (1) <null> (fx)
»(=nd) d (114) nd (48) /dx (14) ndx (4) /d (2)
(=v) v (2027) w (621) vu (22) wu (22) u (11)
(=e) e (901) ee (321) ei (7) ay (2) a (1) <null> (fx)
5(=s) s (190) sh (80) z (22) sx (10)
u(=b) b (16) mb (7) /b (2)
m(=nd. ) /d (5) nd (1) d (1)
](=ng) ng (21) /g (3) g (17)
(=) e (526) ae (83) a (41) <null> (fx)
. . .
v = a vowel phoneme,
va = vowel phoneme (=a),
va0 = a vowel phoneme other than phoneme (=a),
k = key sequence in which k 6=<null>, and
<null> = null key sequence.
5.3.2 Sinhala Word List
We used a word list provided by the University of Colombo, School of Computing [79].
This word list contains about 436,000 words and their occurrence frequencies, extracted
from a 9,978,000 token corpus.
To improve the searching speed, the words are stored in a TRIE [86]{[88] structure:
an ordered tree [89] data structure that is used to store an associative array, where each
branch represents a consonant part, a vowel part, or a consonant sign part of a Sinhala
character. Therefore any single Sinhala character can be retrieved in up to three hops.
Figure 5.5 shows a part of our TRIE data structure. To reduce the amount of memory,
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2009/1/4
1
ප්(=p)
අ(=a)
ප(=pa)
ට්(=t6)
පට්(=pat6)
අ(=a)
පට(=pat6a)
ත්(=t)
පත්(=pa#t)
අ(=a)
පත(=pata)
ආ (=a#)
පා (=pa#)
ට්(=t6)
පාට්(=pa#t6)
අ(=a)
පාට(=pa#t6a)
ඨ්(=t6h)
පාඨ්(=pa#t6h)
අ(=a)
පාඨ(=pa#t6ha)
ත්(=t)
පාත්(=pa#t)
අ(=a)
පාත(=pa#ta)
…
Figure 5.5: TRIE Data Structure
the required part of the data structure is copied onto the memory when the user starts
to type.
5.3.3 Probabilistic Conversion Process
In Japanese text input, the process can be divided into two steps: romaji-nyuryoku, and
the succeeding kana-kanji conversion as shown in Figure 5.6. The nal Kanji characters
depend only on the Hiragana representation, but not on the original Roman character
representation. For example:
P (??  ???  kanti) = P (??  ???  kannchi): (5.3)
Therefore Japanese input system should utilize rich contextual information to choose
among possible Kanji candidates as explained in Section 2.2.
In the case of Sinhala, the situation is not the same. Even though various input
sequences produce the same Sinhala word as shown in Figure 5.7, still the probability of
the conversion should be dierent by reecting user preferences based on their intuitions.
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2009/1/8
1
Roman characters
(phonetic)
• kanti
• kanchi
• kannti
• kannchi
Kana characters
(phonetic)
•かんち(=kantɕi)
Kanji Characters
(ideographic)
•感知
•関知
•完治
•寒地
．．．
Figure 5.6: Japanese Roman-kana-kanji Predictive Input System
2009/1/8
1
Roman characters
(phonetic)
• hada
• handa
• heda
• henda
Sinhala characters
(phonetic)
• හද (=hada)
• හඬ (=han&d8a)
• හඳ (=han&da)
• හදා (=hada#)
• හැඩ (=hQd8a)
• හැඳ (=hQn&da)
• ෙහද (=heda)
Figure 5.7: Roman-Sinhala Predictive Input System
For example:
P (Hh(=hand. a)  handa) 6= P (Hh(=hand. a)  hada): (5.4)
This probabilistic information is used in Hidden Markov Model based predicting proce-
dure.
Hidden Markov Model
We modeled the word generation process with a hidden Markov model (HMM) [90]{[92]
whose states correspond to Sinhala phonemes and whose observations are associated with
the corresponding input keystrokes. Given this setting, the goal was to estimate the
Sinhala word w^ by maximizing P (cm1 jkm1 ), where cm1 = w denotes a Sinhala word and km1
denotes its input sequence. Here, ci(1  i  m) is a Sinhala phoneme and ki(1  i  m)
is an input sequence for each phoneme given in the input variation table. By applying
a hidden Markov model, the maximization of P (cm1 jkm1 ) can be formulated, as shown in
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Equation (5.5):
w^ = argmax
w
P (cm1 jkm1 )
= argmax
w
P (km1 jcm1 )P (cm1 )
 argmax
w
 mY
i=1
P (kijci)

P (cm1 )
= argmax
w
 mY
i=1
P (ci  ki)
 P (cm1 )
mY
i=1
P (ci)
!
= argmax
w
 mY
i=1
P (ci  ki)
 P (w)
mY
i=1
P (ci)
!
. (5.5)
Here, P (ci  ki) corresponds to the probability of a specic conversion. Thus the
rst term in Equation (5.5) can be calculated using the input variation table. P (ci) is the
probability of each Sinhala phoneme, and P (cm1 ) = P (w) is the probability of a specic
Sinhala word. Therefore the second term is calculated oine from the word list.
Procedure
Whenever a user strikes a key, SriShell Primo creates a list of probable Sinhala character
candidates. Then the created candidate list is sorted in descending estimated probabilities
as explained in Section 5.4. For example, in Figure 5.3(a), candidates from 1 to 5 are
created through this process.
Then SriShell Primo searches the Sinhala character sequence list to determine whether
any sequence matches the beginning of a Sinhala word. These predicted words are then
added to the end of the candidate list. The candidates from 6 on in Figure 5.3(a) are
thus added.
If SriShell Primo was unable to nd any candidates up to this point, it searches for
word pairs that match the input character sequence, assuming that the user omitted a
space.
Finally the character sequence derived from Sri Shell is added at the end of the candi-
date list to allow the typing of a word that is not included in the word list. The candidate
number 0 in Figure 5.3(e) is added at this point. The candidate list is displayed as a
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menu from which users can select an intended word by mouse, up/down arrow keys, or
numeric keys.
This process is repeated for each user keystroke. The selected item can be entered
into the document by striking space or punctuation keys.
5.4 Implementation Issues
We have incorporated several technical elements to realize the word-based predictive input
system SriShell Primo. However these elements introduced technical issues that had to
be considered when we were to implement the system.
Handling of <null> key sequence: With SriShell Primo which is equipped with the
input variation table, a key sequence is highly ambiguous; the system has to generate
all possible Sinhala character strings for the given input sequence. This forces the
system to estimate probabilities of the possible candidate strings, requiring us to
implement an ecient computational mechanism. Furthermore, the <null> key
sequence for vowels introduced to improve the eciency may signicantly slow down
the searching process, because an innite number of Sinhala character strings can
be associated with a given key sequence.
We solved this problem by focusing on the fact that a very small number of the
possible strings are actually Sinhala words. More specically, we travelled through
the TRIE data structure while generating the possible Sinhala character strings
which are on the word list represented in the TRIE. By applying this technique,
all the existing Sinhala words that can be represented by a key sequence can be
eciently retrieved.
Word list search: The simplest way to maintain the TRIE data structure is to keep
the entire data structure on memory, denitely speeding up the conversion process.
However, this strategy introduces another problem; the initialization of the system
would be very slow, if the system has to load the whole TRIE data structure into
the memory. This problem was solved by focusing on the fact that the whole TRIE
data structure was not necessarily required on memory during one typing session.
Therefore, we implemented our system to keep the data structure on the disk and
load the necessary parts in response to the requirements. Thereby we were able
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to remedy the trade-o problem between the initialization time and data retrieval
eciency.
Pruning candidates: In order to implement the auto completion function, it is required
to search the TRIE structure down to the leaves. This process takes longer time,
because the system has to go through hundreds of words and select the most probable
ones among them. We have reduced the processing time by only considering the
most probable 10 words, for each the probability had been computed beforehand
and stored in the data structure.
5.5 Evaluation
This section describes the evaluation of the proposed input system. We evaluated the
proposed method in terms of user-friendliness and eciency through an experiment with
subjects.
First we gave the test subjects 10 to 30 minutes to practice with SriShell Primo until
they felt comfortable with it. Then each was given a Sinhala text to input taken from
Sinhala newspapers: \Divaina," \The Silumina," \Lakbima," and \Lankadeepa." The text
lengths ranged from 812 to 1418 characters. We informed them to input a Sinhala word by
whatever Roman character sequence they considered best to represent the Sinhala word.
We also informed them that they can increase their Sinhala typing speed by omitting
vowels. SriShell Primo maintains a log that records the typed keys, the selected menu
items, and time lapses between them. This experiment was carried out on a group of 10
subjects (5 females and 5 males, age 18-45 years). Our test subjects were native Sinhala
speakers who use computers in their daily lives in English and some in Japanese. However,
most had no experience typing in Sinhala with any Sinhala input system.
5.5.1 User-friendliness
As discussed above, user-friendliness is quantied by how a required input key sequence
resembles the user intuitive character sequence. Therefore we evaluated an input system
user-friendliness by calculating the edit distance between the user intuitive input sequence
and the input sequence acceptable to the system.
In SriShell Primo, if a user fails to input a Sinhala word using his/her initial key se-
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quence due to incompleteness of the input variation table or typing errors, he/she revises
it to be accepted by the system. To calculate the average edit distance as per Equation
(3.15), we used the initial key sequence of the user as the user intuitive character sequence
and the key sequence accepted by SriShell Primo as the input sequence. The calculated
edit distance safely assessed the system's user-friendliness, because typing errors might
have increased the edit distance as well.
In our experiment the average edit distance per Sinhala character was 0.07, which is
far better than the 0.33 of Natural SinGlish shown in Table 4.6. This means that the users
were able to correctly type 93% of the Sinhala characters in the text with their initial
input sequence, given the current input variation table. Note that by personalizing the
input variation table, higher eciency and user-friendliness can be achieved. For example
an expert can have less number of variations in his/her input variation table, and more
abbreviated key sequences, in order to reduce ambiguity. On the other hand a computer
used in a public place such as a library etc., can provide more exible input system by
adopting more variations into the input variation table.
5.5.2 Eciency
We redene the typing cost given in Equation (3.4) by adding a menu selecting time factor
as shown in Equation (5.6). Both keystroke and Sinhala typing speeds are calculated using
Equations (3.7) and (3.8):
typing cost = wm +
NX
i=1
P (ci) (jKCij+ ws  S(KCi) + wr R(KCi)), (5.6)
wm =
tsel
txy
 1
ACPW
, (5.7)
where
tsel = average time taken to select an item from the menu and
ACPW = average number of Sinhala character per Sinhala word.
Note that, as explained in \Text entry example of SriShell Primo" in Section 5.2, this
additional menu selecting time factor can be reduced to nearly zero using less ambiguous
key sequences.
The results are summarized in Figure 5.8. The X-axis shows keystroke typing speed in
keystrokes per minute, and the Y-axis shows the Sinhala typing speed in Sinhala characters
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Figure 5.8: Average Typing Cost
per minute. For comparison purposes we plotted the result for the Wijesekara keyboard
layout, which was the most ecient existing Sinhala input system. A \" shows subject
performances. For example, Subject A's keystroke typing speed is 143.1 keystrokes per
minute and his/her Sinhala typing speed is 81.0 Sinhala characters per minute. This
graph shows that SriShell Primo is comparable with Wijesekara, because 5 subjects out
of 10 subjects could type Sinhala text more eciently than Wijesekara. Since Wijesekara
is the most ecient existing input system, as shown in Figure 3.5, the eciency of SriShell
Primo is not worse than the other existing input systems discussed in Section 2.3.
This eciency was achieved by our two proposed techniques. First, the hidden Markov
model improved the menu ordering where wsel went down. In Figure 5.9, a \N" shows
how the performances are degraded if the system only uses the occurrence frequencies of
the words to determine the menu order, without considering the input variation weights.
By comparing the \"s and \N"s in Figure 5.9, it is clear how the performances have been
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Figure 5.9: Sinhala Typing Speed vs. Keystroke Typing Speed
improved. For example, Subject A's Sinhala typing speed is 81.0 Sinhala characters per
minute and decreases to 75.9 Sinhala characters per minute if the hidden Markov model is
not used; it decreases to 75.0 Sinhala characters per minute if the vowel omission facility
is unavailable.
Second, SriShell Primo supports the omission of vowels with which the number of
required keystrokes itself has been reduced. In Figure 5.9, the \H"s show how the perfor-
mances are degraded if the users do not omit any vowels. These values are calculated on
the following basis. If users do not omit any vowel, that implies that the users will have
to type at least one extra keystroke instead of omitting a vowel. By comparing the \"s
and \H"s, the vowel omission feature has clearly contributed to the eciency.
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5.5.3 Overall Assessment
SriShell Primo is suitable both for novices and more advanced users. This system's
higher user-friendliness supports novice users, because it accepts almost all user intuitive
input sequences. This system is also highly ecient, as indicated by the result that the
test subjects reduced the typing cost (keystrokes per Sinhala character) to 1.56. These
performances were achieved because the system supports a vowel omission feature with
which users can improve their Sinhala typing speed just by omitting vowels, unlike any
other existing Sinhala input system. Thanks to the implementation details described in
Section 5.4, the system could generate a menu list fast enough to be utilized by an expert;
the actual average elapsed time was 34.7 milliseconds.
However, excessive omission of vowels leads to high ambiguity. For example, \pt"
may mean Ø½(=pat), Ø(=apat.a), Ø(=pat.a), Ø (=pat.ha), etc. For this reason a
user may not get the intended word as the top menu candidate. To avoid this problem
users must judiciously choose where to omit vowels. Sometimes this thinking process may
hamper the keystroke typing speed. However we believe that if users continue to use the
system, they will learn where vowels can be safely omitted and will recover their keystroke
typing speeds. Otherwise, frequencies for vowel omissions in the input variation table can
be adjusted to users.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a word-based predictive Sinhala input system called
SriShell Primo. The most prominent feature of this system is its high user-friendliness.
A key to the user-friendliness is a pre-compiled input variation table that lists weighted
correspondences between conceivable Roman character sequences and the associated Sin-
hala phonemes. This table is constructed to accept and adapt to the key sequences for a
wide range of users. The introduction of this device however calls for the system to realize
a mechanism to choose the best Sinhala character sequence toward the given user input
sequence. We therefore have proposed a word-based predictive system to narrow down
the ambiguities. This word-based system is also benecial, as it can propose completion
candidates during the input process. SriShell Primo has maximum user-friendliness while
exhibiting a level of eciency that is comparable to the most ecient direct input sys-
tem. Our test subjects highly appreciated the user-intuitiveness, and commented that
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the system is very easy to use. They anticipated that this system can be popular among
Sinhala computer users.
We have tested our system on a personal computer: Genuine Intel CPU 2.0GHz
processor, 2.0GB of RAM, and Microsoft Windows XP operating system. The system
well responds in real-time to the user's key strokes. As this level of PC specication is not
very demanded these days, our system can be fully utilized by general Sinhala users; this
will provide them opportunities to generate and disseminate various contents in Sinhala.
The system is written in Microsoft Visual C#, and implements a fast search algorithm
utilizing the TRIE data structure.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis we have proposed a highly user-friendly yet ecient Sinhala text input
system, targeting general Sinhala computer users, who have average-level operational
knowledge of computers, and are familiar with Roman character keyboards. We have
approached to this goal by implementing two systems: Sri Shell, a phonetically-principled
system, and SriShell Primo, a word-based predictive system. To be user-friendly, Sri Shell
is based on a phonetically-principled key assignments, while SriShell Primo is equipped
with a mechanism that accepts user-intuitive key sequences.
We have also established adequate measures for evaluating the user-friendliness and
eciency of Sinhala input systems, because we think the user-friendliness is quite im-
portant, given the targeted users. To this end, we have proposed an eciency measure
that quanties the average typing cost per Sinhala character. We have also proposed a
user-friendliness measure that evaluates the intuitiveness of required/acceptable key se-
quences. These measures are proven useful in evaluating existing Sinhala input systems
as well as the proposed two systems.
Each chapter of the thesis is summarized as follows:
In Chapter 1 we gave a brief introduction on Sinhala language and summarized use of
computers in Sinhala. Based on these arguments, our research motivation is stated.
Chapter 2 provided necessary background information to understand the presented
research: linguistic nature of Sinhala language and classication of text input systems.
Based on these materials we reviewed representative Sinhala input systems. In the nal
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section of this chapter, desiderata for realizing an eective Sinhala input system are
presented.
Chapter 3 proposed a new methodology to evaluate Sinhala input systems. First
we have discussed the general measures used to evaluate input systems. Text input
systems should be evaluated not only by the eciency but the user-friendliness, especially
when the users are not professionals. The eciency is quantied by the average typing
cost per Sinhala character, while the user-friendliness is assessed by the average edit
distance between a user-intuitive character sequence and the input sequences of an input
system. We reported the evaluation results of existing Sinhala systems by employing these
measures. We nally proved that the proposed user-friendly measure is valid to evaluate
the user-friendliness through questionnaire based experiment.
One of the strategies to ensure the user-friendliness is to develop a key assignment
which is intuitive or principle-based. In Chapter 4, we proposed a phonetically-principled
associative conversion-based direct input system called Sri Shell. The system is a light-
weighted application independent module that can be realized without any language re-
sources such as corpora or dictionaries. This chapter concluded that Sri Shell is moder-
ately user-friendly while maintaining better level of eciency comparing to other conversion-
based direct input systems. It also should be noted that Sri Shell is a complete input
system that can be utilized in combination with the next proposed system SriShell Primo.
In Chapter 5, we proposed a word-based predictive Sinhala input system called Sr-
iShell Primo. The most prominent feature of this system is its high user-friendliness.
A key to the user-friendliness is a pre-compiled input variation table that lists weighted
correspondences between conceivable Roman character sequences and the associated Sin-
hala phonemes. This table is constructed to accept and adapt to the key sequences for
a wide range of users. The introduction of this device however calls for the system to
realize a mechanism to choose the best Sinhala character sequence toward the given user
input sequence. We therefore proposed a word-based predictive system to narrow down
the ambiguities. This word-based system is also benecial, as it can propose completion
candidates during the input process. This chapter concluded that SriShell Primo has
maximum user-friendliness while exhibiting a level of eciency that is comparable to the
most ecient direct input system.
Chapter 6, summarizes the results, and proposes research issues for improving the
proposed systems, as well as more general research agenda for computing in Sinhala.
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6.2 Future Work
Our future work can be divided into two topics: further improvements to Sinhala input
systems and other improvements in the eld of Sinhala computing.
Further Improvement of Sinhala Input Systems
We hope to improve our text input system in three aspects: (1) Improve the coverage of
our predictive input system; SriShell Primo, (2) Improve the typing eciency, (3) Improve
the quality of input text, by introducing misspelling prevention function.
1. Improvements to the coverage SriShell Primo uses a word list of 436,000 words.
However, we need a list of words with better coverage to assure better applicability.
This task is achievable by developing a systematic and automatic way to generate
morpho-syntactically related derivational word forms as explained in Section 2.1.2.
For example, in our word list all declensions: X@(=gasa: a tree), XE(=gas: trees),
X@(=gasat.a: to tree), XE( (=gasavalat.a: to trees), etc. are included as sepa-
rate entries. We expect to mechanically produce these derivational word forms by
applying techniques such as \Prediction by Partial Matching" [93, 94].
2. Improvements to the eciency SriShell Primo gives the user intended word as
the rst choice of the menu in a high probability. However we can further improve
the eciency, by improving prediction accuracy. Here, contextual linguistic models
such as word bi-grams [95], can be used to improve the prediction accuracy.
On the other hand, in the present system, users have to look at the screen time
to time to check whether the selected word is correct or not. We can improve this
checking eciency by dictating the input word back to the user; using Sinhala text
to speech techniques [6], where the users do not have to look at the screen. T.
Magnuson et al. [96] argue that by dictating the input words back to the user,
the typing speed of a predictive input system can be improved to a level, which is
comparable with the speed of a direct input system.
3. Misspelling prevention Sinhala language has some character pairs where both char-
acters are pronounced exactly the same, as shown in Table 6.1. For this reason many
Sinhala speakers frequently make spelling mistakes [97], even though Sinhala uses
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Table 6.1: Ambiguously Pronounced Sinhala Characters
Character 1 Character 2
Modern
Pronunciation
Character
Original
Character
Original
Pronunciation Pronunciation
Ð [na] ° [ïa] [na]
 [la] P [ía] [la]
0 [Ca] 8 [ùa] [Ca/ùa]
HO

[kru] H [kr] [kru]
 [ña]  [Íña] [ña]
phonograms. Since SriShell Primo gives the correct spellings from the word list,
we believe that this problem is xed to a considerable extent. However, there are
homonym pairs which are not possible to disambiguate in word level.
We may be able to consult some techniques utilized in Japanese text input. Ac-
tually, Japanese is a language which has a large number of homonyms. Japanese
input systems assist the user to select the proper word not only by predicting the
appropriate word based on the context, but also by giving an explanation about
the word, as shown in Figure 6.1. We hope to adopt these kinds of techniques to
support the user to decide the appropriate word.
In addition to these issues directly associated with the input system, we should also
improve the proposed evaluation measures. As discussed in Chapter 3, our measures
successfully assess all the dimensions of usability, but satisfaction. Therefore we may
need to establish a comprehensive measure to access the satisfaction, which would be
highly subjective.
Computing in Sinhala
Given a user-friendly and ecient input system, Sinhala computer users will be able
to produce not only their own Sinhala text, but also translations of foreign text. By
arranging these data as monolingual and bilingual corpora, they can be used in future
researches such as: machine translation systems, error correction tools for OCRs, etc. to
further improve the accuracy and hence the applicability.
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Figure 6.1: Input System Level support for Inputting Japanese Homonyms
As Sinhala has a very limited number of speakers, most often Sinhala people have to
depend on data written in foreign languages, in order to acquire information from the
outside world. Therefore, a machine translation system which translates from foreign
languages to Sinhala is greatly anticipated. Though English is the most widely used
language all over the world, it is not an easy task to implement an English-to-Sinhala
machine translation system, because the grammars are highly dierent.
In this regard, Japanese-to-Sinhala translation systems are highly expected, because
huge amount of electronic data is available in Japanese. Also translation system of this
kind may be feasible, as Japanese grammar exhibits many similarities with Sinhala gram-
mar.
Therefore, our natural next step toward further expansion of Sinhala computing is to
implement a Japanese-to-Sinhala translation support system which can benet Japanese-
to-Sinhala translators. Such a translational aid will also play a role in constructing bilin-
gual corpora, which, in turn, can be utilized to improve the translation support system.
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Appendix A
Most Frequent Sinhala Characters
and their Occurrence Probabilities
% % % % % %
 4.52 ¹ 1.23 % 0.60   0.45  0.36 X 0.29
( 4.19 X 1.11 ù 0.59 ¸  0.44 + 0.36   0.28
Õ 4.06 A 1.01   0.58 Ó 0.44 Ð  0.35 Ð 0.27
ø 3.49 Ñ 0.90  0.58  0.44 K 0.35 Ø 0.27
Ð 3.35 E 0.89 ( 0.58 ( 0.43 ° 0.35 8 0.26
H 2.98  0.89 P 0.57 ! 0.42 0 0.35 H  0.26
 2.73 è 0.88 H  0.56 K 0.41 Ø  0.35 Õ 0.26
 2.54 ý 0.87 Ù 0.56  0.41 X 0.34  0.25
@ 2.11 I 0.86  0.54  0.41 È 0.34 £ 0.24
¸ 1.95 » 0.77  0.54 H 0.41  0.32 Y 0.24
½ 1.91  0.75 Ð  0.53 C 0.40  0.32 Q 0.23
 1.76 ° 0.73 H  0.52 ý 0.40  0.32 Ð 0.22
M 1.72 I 0.72  0.51 û 0.40    0.32  0.22
Ø 1.65  0.72  0.50 @  0.39   0.31 ð  0.20
 1.62 (  0.71  0.49  0.38 , 0.30 H 0.20
 1.61  0.68 B 0.49 * 0.37 E 0.30 ± 0.19
) 1.34 ø  0.64 ø 0.47 Øß 0.37 Û 0.29 £ 0.19
H 1.27  0.64  0.46  0.36   0.29 H 0.19
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% % % % % %
Ò 0.18   0.10 ø  0.06  0.04  0.03 	 0.02
Ø 0.18 @ 0.10 HO 0.06 0È 0.04 È 0.03 L 0.02
 0.18 A 0.10 8  0.06  0.04 ¸ 0.02 P 0.02
³ 0.16 À 0.10 U 0.06 5 0.04 ° 0.02  0.01
ë 0.16 B 0.10 M 0.06 è 0.04 ² 0.02 Z 0.01
ø 0.16 # 0.10 è  0.06 H 0.04 P 0.02 J 0.01
À  0.15  0.10  0.06 µ 0.04 Á 0.02 Ø	 0.01
è 0.15  0.10  0.06 	 0.04 x 0.02 µ 0.01
È  0.15 ¶ 0.10 ¸È 0.06 M 0.04   0.02 8È 0.01
@ 0.15 £ 0.10 	 0.06  0.04 Y 0.02 è	 0.01
é 0.14  0.09 ñ 0.06 ¹¿ 0.04 x  0.02 ( 0.01
S 0.14 5 0.09 H 0.06 X_ 0.04 Ð 0.02 ( 0.01
¸ 0.14 ¸¿ 0.09 p 0.06 Ú 0.04 C 0.02 Ê 0.01
 0.14 è 0.09 Ý 0.05 Ü 0.04 h 0.02  0.01
¡ 0.14 q 0.09   0.05   0.03 º¿ 0.02 Ø 0.01
Ø  0.14 % 0.09 P  0.05  0.03 ÈÈ  0.02 JO 0.01
J 0.14 º 0.08 Ð	 0.05 Øß  0.03 H	 0.02 P  0.01
H 0.14 ð 0.08 ¸  0.05 9 0.03 È 0.02  0.01
p 0.13 = 0.08 ÈÈ 0.05 27 0.03 ( 0.02 ¸ 0.01
è  0.13 0  0.07   0.05  0.03 ø 0.02 Ùß 0.01
½ 0.13 X  0.07 È  0.05 ì 0.03 07 0.02 0 0.01
  0.12 p  0.07 @  0.05 $ 0.03 ; 0.02 D 0.01
É 0.12  0.07 1 0.04 2 0.03 @	 0.02 M 0.01
 0.12 °  0.07 ´ 0.04   0.03  0.02 ¸È  0.01
   0.12 í 0.07 (È 0.04 (È  0.03 à 0.02 ¼ 0.01
H 0.12  0.07 ê 0.04   0.03  0.02 Ýß 0.01
X 0.11 " 0.07 Z 0.04 í 0.03 B 0.02 [ 0.01
H  0.11 Ý 0.07 ü 0.04 ÐÈ 0.03 @ 0.02 XÈ 0.01
X  0.11 u 0.07  0.04 s 0.03 X 0.02  0.01
µ 0.11 IO 0.07 D 0.04 ¥ 0.03 è 0.02 X_  0.01
¸ 0.11 ú 0.07    0.04 ¥ 0.03 ô 0.02
Appendix B
Questionnaire
Øß 5 Ð  ( !  Questionnaire
èB Ðø: Name: (@ +.: Age: Eº¿/Û8 ð (: Sex:
1. è » !ÐM H ØX°HM ð )¸  H  Z_A K !  ½½ ?
Have you ever typed English text using a computer or a typewriter?
2. è » !ÐM H ØX°HM ð )¸  H  AH K !  ½½ ?
Have you ever typed Sinhala text using a computer or a typewriter?
3. ØH¸ ØÐÐ } Z_A KÕ !ÕÐ.
Transliterate the following sentence into Roman characters.
ø ÕÐ  (I è È (!Õ ¸ ( ÑHE XøÕ Iø @H (0È(Ð
 È    M8 (  @ E(  Ð  @½   (XJý Ð A# Ð XÕø
27  H  Øß ¸ Õ¹¿H @ø (  Ð Ð ÉØ¹ %#ýH  ÝM8 H
 A.1
4. ØH¸ M(ÕÕ ØX°H ð )¸  H  AH M8 !*ø @°H  ¸
HOø @¸I. ø HOø »Õ (   ØHC !*ý HOø ½ø @°H , M M
HOø K³ AÕH Øø° K³Øßø °Mè è  ÕÕ  @HÕ
HÕÐ. HOø HM @°H  @ø Ð  K³  è  Ð  ».  K³  è  ø
ØßÀøÕ HOø @¸ø H ° H ( ÈÈÐ HÕÐ.
Four Sinhala input method proposed to be used in computers. An example of each
1This sample text has been extracted from the passport of The Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri
Lanka.
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input system is given below. After studying them well, please rate each input system
from a viewpoint of \easiest-to-input," on a scale of 1 to 100.
A) B) C) D)
A)
ø    Õ Ð    ( I 
me ya dxa ra n naa ta a
va
wa hi ra
è  È  ( ! Õ ¸   ( Ñ  H E
baa dxhaa
va
wa li n txo ra va ni dxa ha see
X ø Õ I  ø  @ H
ga ma n ki rii ma ta sa ha
 ( 0È ( Ð   È   
a va
sxya
zya
va
wa na aa dxhaa ra dxa
   M 8  (  @  E (   Ð
aa ra k shaa
va
wa dxa sa la s
vaa
waa dxe na
 @ ½     ( X J ý   Ð
le sa tx a dxaa la
va
wa ga kii m dxa ra na
A  #  Ð  X Õ ø 27   H 
si ya lu dxe naa ge n ma
sxrii
zrii la /n kaa
Øß   ¸  Õ ¹¿ H @ ø   (  
pra jaa txaa n txri ka sa maa ja
vaa
waa dxii
 Ð     Ð  É Ø ¹
ja na ra ja yee ja naa dxhi pa txi
 % # ý H    Ý M 8  H 
i l lu m ka ra dxa a pee k shaa ka ra
 A  .
dxa si tii .
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B)
ø    Õ Ð    ( I 
me ya dha ra n
naa
na) ta a
va
wa hi ra
è  È  ( ! Õ ¸   ( Ñ  H E
baa
ba)
Dhaa
Dha)
va
wa li n tho ra
va
wa ni dha ha
sea
se)
sei
X ø Õ I  ø  @ H
ga ma n ki
rii
ri)
rie
ree ma ta sa ha
 ( 0È ( Ð   È   
a
va
wa shYa
va
wa na
aa
a)
Dhaa
Dha) ra dha
   M 8  (  @  E (   Ð
aa
a) ra k
Shaa
Sha)
va
wa dha sa la s
vaa
va)
waa
wa) dhe na
 @ ½     ( X J ý   Ð
le sa th a
dhaa
dha) la
va
wa ga
kii
ki)
kie
kee m dha ra na
A  #  Ð  X Õ ø 27   H 
si ya lu dhe
naa
na) ge n ma
shrii
shri)
shrie
shree la nn
kaa
ka)
Øß   ¸  Õ ¹¿ H @ ø   (  
pra
jaa
ja)
thaa
tha) n thri ka sa
maa
ma) ja
vaa
va)
waa
wa)
dhii
dhi)
dhie
dhee
 Ð     Ð  É Ø ¹
ja na ra ja
yea
ye)
yei ja
naa
na) Dhi pa thi
 % # ý H    Ý M 8  H 
i l lu m ka ra dha a
pea
pe)
pei k
Shaa
Sha) ka ra
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 A  .
dha si
tii
ti)
tie
tee .
C)
 ø    Õ Ð     ( I 
@ m y q r n~ n  t a v hQ r
è   È   ( ! Õ  ¸    (
b  f  v lQ n~ @ w  r v
Ñ  H  E X ø Õ I  ø  @ H
nQ q h @ s~ g m n~ kQ rW m t s h
 ( 0È ( Ð    È    
a v X& v n a  f  r q
    M 8   (  @  E (     Ð
a  r k~ ;  v q s l s~ v  @ q n
  @ ½      ( X J ý   Ð
@ l s w~ a q  l v g kW mj q r n
A  #   Ð    X Õ ø 27
sQ y lE @ q n  @ g n~ m XYW
  H   Øß    ¸   Õ ¹¿ H
l A k  pY j  w  n~ wYQ k
@ ø    (     Ð    
s m  j v  qW j n r j @ y~
 Ð   É Ø ¹  % # ý H  
j n  fQ p wQ i l~ lE mj k r q
  Ý M 8   H   A  .
a @ p~ k~ ;  k r q sQ tW .
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D)
 ø    Õ Ð     ( I 
f u h o r ka k d g w j ys r
è   È   ( ! Õ  ¸    (
n d O d j ,s ka f ; d r j
Ñ  H  E X ø Õ I  ø  @ H
ks o y f ia . u ka ls rS u g i y
 ( 0È ( Ð    È    
w j YH j k w d O d r o
    M 8   (  @  E (     Ð
w d r la I d j o i , ia j d f o k
  @ ½      ( X J ý   Ð
f , i ;a w o d , j . lS ua o r k
A  #   Ð    X Õ ø 27
is h ,q f o k d f . ka u YS
  H   Øß    ¸   Õ ¹¿ H
, x l d m c d ; d ka ;s l
@ ø    (     Ð    
i u d c j d oS c k r c f ha
 Ð   É Ø ¹  % # ý H  
c k d Os m ;s b ,a ,q ua l r o
  Ý M 8   H   A  .
w f ma la I d l r o is gS '

Appendix C
Input Variation Table
phoneme Input sequences and frequencies
(=a) a 15609 e 522 <null> 1768y
(=i) i 4416 e 13 y 11 <null> 1*
Õ(=n) n 3976 nn 64
(=v) v 2356 w 1258 vu 25 wu 24 u 14
(=y) y 2808 iy 18
 (=a) a 1712 aa 1354 ar 4 <null> 323y
M(=k) k 3287 c 13 kk 11 ck 2
ý(=m) m 2961 n 1*
½(=t) th 2040 x 500 tx 318 tt 1* t 306y
(=r) r 3054 ru 132
(=u) u 2401 oo 24 <null> 1*
E(=s) s 2268 z 1* c 1*
(=e) e 1796 <null> 1*
£(=d) d 1526 q 186 dx 36 dh 11 dd 1
Ý(=p) p 1690 pp 3
M(=h) h 1453
%(=l) l 1518 ll 25
(=) e 791 z 218 a 126 ae 91 <null> 1*
(=e) e 1264 ee 339 ei 8 ay 3 a 1* <null> 1*
yConstant conversion probabilities
Constant conversion frequencies
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(=t.) t 1414
B(=g) g 1250 gg 1
(=i) i 762 ii 243 ee 62 y 2 ie 2 e 1*
<null> 1*
í(=b) b 903 bb 2
(=o) o 590 <null> 1*
µ(=n. ) n 516 nx 16
U(=l.) l 350 lx 6
5(=s) s 243 sh 129 z 22 sx 11
(=o) o 332 oo 67 oe 1 <null> 1*
(=j) j 400 jj 1*
¥(=d. ) d 340 dd 2
Í(=dh) d 434 dh 22 q 19 dxh 10 dd 2 qh 2
(=u) u 132 uu 42 oo 2 <null> 1*
=(=s.) s 180 sh 106
(=m. ) n 231 /n 12 ng 9 nn 2
»(=nd) d 154 nd 56 /dx 16 q 16 ndx 4 /d 2
u(=c) c 93 ch 56
õ(=bh) b 123 bh 93 bb 1
Å(=th) th 62 txh 41 x 7 xh 2 t 9y
	(=) e 45 aee 25 ee 23 zz 14 ae 8 a 5
z 5 aa 4 <null> 1*
](=ng) ng 23 g 23 /g 3
separater /- 2 <null> 78
u(= mb) b 27 mb 8 /b 2
(=au) au 23 o 8 oo 3 ou 1 ooo 1
}(=ch) ch 21 c 10 j 1
connector /+ 2 <null> 7
(=t.h) t 15 th 4
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m(=nd. ) /d 5 d 3 nd 1
(=j~n) n 21 gn 9 cx 2 j/c 1
U(=kh) k 19 kh 3 c 1
(=ai) ai 13 i 10
e(=gh) g 7 gh 1
(=~n) /c 2 n 2
Õ(=f) f 17 ph 1
å(=ph) p 30 ph 6
­(=d.h) dh 3
m(= _n) n 2 /k 1
(=r.) r 4 iru 3 ri 2 rx 1
(=jh) j 2 jh 1

(=h. ) h 2 hx 1
(=r.) iru 1 rxx 1 iruu 1 r 1
(=nj) /j 1 j 1 nj 1
(=l.) lxx 1 ilu 1
' ' 1
(=l.) ilu 1 lxxx 1 iluu 1
HÌ(=kyu) q 1*
((=uva) ua 1
E(=es) s 1*
 í(=d. ab) w 1*
M(=ke) k 1*
ê(=bi) b 1*
Õ(=en) n 1*
%(=el) l 1*
ý(=em) m 1*
 (=ar) r 1*
u(=ec) h 1*
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(=iy) i 7
((=vayi) y 1*
@(=sr) rx 1 iru 1 ri 1
(=ji) g 1*
ME(=eks) x 1*
Õ(=ef) f 1*
+(=vu) u 15 v 4
(=yi) i 428 y 1*
(=yu) u 36
*(=vi) v 1*
(=t.i) t 1*
,(=vu) u 11 uu 2
@¥(=sed. ) z 1*
(=je) j 1*
 í!(=d. abliv) w 1*
(=yu) u 1 uu 1
¢(=d.i) d 1*
(=yi) i 3 y 5y
Ú(=pi) p 1*
(=ai) i 1*
B(=si) c 1*
